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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

L PROJECT IMPACT1

Project IMPACT is an acronym for Instructional Manage-

ment by Parents, Community and Teachers. it is a learning

management system for the delivery of mass primary education.

Its criteria are efficiency, economy and mass delivery. De-

signed by educational leaders of the Southeast Asian Minicters

of Education Organization (SEAMEO) it is a solution to the

problems that have continuously nagged the educational sector,

namely: (1) the high percentage of dropouts among the youths

even before they have completed the primary cycle, (2) the in-

ability of the governments to provide adequate classrooms,

books and learning facilities due to tile dwindling treasuries

amidst an ever-increasing school population, and (3) the

obvious irrelevance of the existing traditional educational

system which has been patterned after the colonizer country's

educational system, to the goals, needs and resources of

developing independent countries.

Launched in January 1974 by SEAMEO's Regional Center

more comprehensive presentation of Project IMPACT in
its historical perspective is found in Pedro Flores' book
entitled EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION IN THE PHILIPPINES: A CASE
STUDY OF PROJECT IMPACT., published by International Develop-
ment Research Center in Ottawa, Canada, in 1981.
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for Educational Innovation and Technology (INNOTECH) in

cooperation with the Philippine Ministry of Education and

Culture, the project underwent developmental research activi-

ties in five agricultural rural villages in Naga, Cebu for a

period of five-and-a half years. The sites were so chosen

because 70% of the population in developing countries live in

rural areas.

After three yearn of field try-out and development,

INNOTECH initiated repL.cation activities in two semi-urban

sites where the socioecnomic conditions were rather different

from those in the origial site. The purpose of the replica-

tion was to obtain more rnpirical data on the feasibility,

manageability and practicality of the system that was developed

in the Naga CltOD

The model evolved in the Philippine site has the follow-

ing basic features:

1. The Curriculum Used: A given in the development of

the IMPACT Learning Management System is the curriculum pro-

scribed by the Ministry of Education and Culture, the came

curriculum uod all over the country. Using the statement of

goals and objectives by subject areas arid grade levels, an

integrated continuum was evolved, thus doing away with the

characteristic featureE of subject boundaries and grade levels
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and producing a single line continuum0 The continuum is so

sequenced that the first learning priorities are directed at

the mastery of basic literacy skills in the native language,

in English, and in Pilipino; and of the basic numeracy skillo,

before ecposing the learners to the basic knowledge of the

environment, nutrition health, sanitation, civics, and science;

along with basic attitudes0

On the basis of this single line continuum, programmed

instructional materiah have been produced. The basic literacy

and numeracy skills ar delivered through programmed teaching

modules while the Objectives in the later part of the continuum

are delivered through programmed peer group learning modules.

Each Learning Center with an average population of 200

to 250 is provided with eight copies of each of the learning

modules. And since pupils do not progress at the same rate,

each learner has a copy cf the riodule at the time he gets to it.

Besides the modules, each Learning Center is equipped

with reference books, charts, posters, f1ah cards, and other

learning devices; with science facilities, and tools and equip-

ment for practical arts. The printed materials are prepared by

the curriculum writers, not by the teachers. However, tools

and equipment which can be borrowed from the community at the

time that these are needed, are provided by the community, not

by the school. The reason for using community equipment and



tools i5 to get the community really involved and to reduce

the cost of maintaining the schooloA2

Project IMPACT extends its classrooms to the entire

community. Elder pupils are directed by the modules they use,

to go out into the community to gather information or to learn

some skills. Whenever thin happens, the school's Field

Coordinator arranges a oceting between the learners and the

community resource per rn at a time convenient for the resource

person. In return for :he assistance rendered by the community

resource persons to th' learner, the school officials offer

them social recognitio: in forms of plaques of appreciation or

award of participatioo

In the Naga nite. language models for English and

Pilipino are broadcast over the government's radio station

thirty minutes for each subject daily. Using the Readers for

the Radio Lessons, the beginning learners go through the listen-

ing, speaking, and reading exercises with the radio voice model

directing their activities0

2. Tho Management of Loi: In keeping with the

overall goal of the IMPACT Management System - to produce fully

integrated citizono who an actually participate in national

development programs - the emphasis in the learning management

system is to provide to learner with learning-how-to-learn

2Qnc of the criieria for Project IMPACT is economy.
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kill. Thus the learning modes adopted require the IMPACT

pupils to he actively involved in the learning process. Three

basic learning modes are used0

Programmed teaching is used for beginning pupils to

enable them to attain basic literacy skills in the native

language, in English and in Pilipino; and the basic numeracy

ki1lc. The programmed materials which have been prepared by

a professional teacher who functions as a curriculum writer,

is used by an elder pupil. p group of eight to ten pupils

learn their lessons together monitored by the programmed teach-

or.

Peer learning may be done by buddy system or by a group

of four to eight pupils who have achieved the basic literacy

and numeracy skills and who are on the same lesson in the

continuum. The buddy system is usually used in practice drills

which are intended to enable the learners to internalize spell-

ing, vocabulary and basic computational skills, and in review

lessons; while peer learning for a larger group is used in most

module learning activities,

Self instruction may be used by elder pupils who may be

forced to stay at home or at hi place of work. To minimize

the adverse effects of absenteeism, the learner goes through

the learning tasks in .he modules by himself.

Althouh he cv riculum and the learning materials are
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decided upon for the learners, it is the learners themselvoa

who set the pace of their progress from lesson to lesson.

The teacher's role has shifted from that of a source of

information and dispenser of knowledge and skills to that of

diagnostician, facilitator, manager of learning, and evaluator.

Thus, she is now called aS the Instructional Supervisor. Sh

does not carry out such activities as lesson planning, and

preparing test instrume ts and teaching devices, because these

are tasks for the curri ulum writers; she does not check the

test papers nor record results because these are done by

the IE Aide who is at ast an elementary school graduate. She,

however, sends feedback to the curriculum writers on the curri-

culum materials prepared.

For the routine and clerical functions relative to the

management of learning, the IS Aide doesthose for the Inatruc-

tionaJ. Supervisor0 Besides, available secondary otudentc, who

are required 120 hours of community work before they could

graduate, sometimes assist the IS's, in the remediation and

tutorial activities.

The programmed teacher is an elder pupil3 who has

acquired proficiency in the media of instruction - English and

Pilipino. Ho follows a program prepared by the curriculum

3An eider pupil is one who is either in Level IV, V1 or
VI. The Level IV pupils teach Level 2 pupils; the Level V
teach Level 3; and the Level VI teach Level I.



writers and monitors the learning of literacy and numeracy

ki1].s by younger pupils. The program that he Ue5 contains

the items to be taught and the procedures to follow. He is

given a short term training to be able to handle a programmed

lesson.

The itinerant teacher 1 a irofessionally trained teacher

who spends one day a week in one of the cluster of five schools

to handle scouting, physical education, music and arts sotivitiec.

Integrating theSe cubject areas, she trains the elder pupils

during the first part o.i the day. Then these elder pupils in

turn teach the younger pupils while the teacher oversees them.

3. Organization: The entire school population is

divided into families of at least ko to 50 multi-level pupils.

One Instructional Supervisor handles two to three families with

the resulting ratio of one Instructions]. Supervisor to 100

multi-level pupils. Each family is further sub-grouped on the

bases of their progress in the continuum and their "emotional

cloone" to one another. Each sub-group does not exceed

twelve pupils. Since children progress at their own rate, the

membership in the group shifts from time to time booaue the

pupils' pace may vary.

k. Scheduling: The younger pupils who are still on

the acquisition of the basic literacy and numeracy skills

7
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spend three one-hour periods of programmed teaching by elder

pupils, with a fifteen-minute practice drill in spelling, in

vocabulary or in math at the end of each one hour period. Two

thirty-minute periods are spent listening to the language

voice models over the radio. They npend another hour with

their family for environmental sanitation and food production

activities.

The elder pupils spend one hour teaching younger pupils;

three one-hour periods on peer learning with fifteen-minute

practice drill after every one-hour period, one hour on indivi-

dual pursuit, and another one hour fur environmental sanitation,

food production and briefing for their teaching activity during

the day.

There is no standard schedule for all families. These

activities are spread out during the day and the pattern varies

from family to family.

To serve as incentives for the elder pupils, weekly

contracts are signed by a group of learners and the Instruc-

tional Supervisor, with the pupils pledging to finish a definite

number of modules during the week.

Economic pressures in rural areas tell so much on pupils'

regular attendance. Thus whenever an elder child who has

already achieved basic literacy and numeracy skillo, has to

be away from school ft: valid reasons1 hi parents request for
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a leave-of-absence for the child. For the duration o his

absence, the child takes his module home and even to his place

of work to enable him to progress with his learning. Ho

reports to the Learning Center for' post tests only. If a

learner fails to make progress during his leave, the Instruc-

tional Supervisor determines the extent that forgetting has

affected the learner's progress, provides the necessary

romediation, and then starts him where ho loft off.

5. Evaluationc pupils' ogresc: The evaluation

instruments4 both foryn ive and summative are prepared by the

curriculum writer and e part of the learning package. How-

ever, the learners themoelves decide when to submit for

cummative evaluation of a tack or a cluster of tasks. Any-'

one who feels ready can take the exorcise at any time. The

recult of the evaluation determine the degree or type of

romodiation needed by the learner.

Pemediation may be given by a peer, by a high school

student who reports as tutor, or by the Instructional Siper-

visor himself who handles the more serious remediation needs

of the learners.

EUortc are taken to put into actual practice the prin-

ciple of positive reinforcement with the learners, the tutors,

the pz'ogrammed teachers, the IS Aido and the community re-
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source persons. For example, in Naga site successful coxnp].e-

tion of the tack and of the contract allows the learners to

receive incentive cards which they could exchange with second-

hand goods at the end-of-year rummage sale. It also enables

them to read the comics version of stories and novels, or to

eslor some art pictures, or to solve some puzzles. The

finished work of the learners are exhibited at the Display

Area in the Learning Center.

6. Phyical Plant: A school population of 200 to 350

pupils needs one building with the size o± three standard

classrooms to serve as the Learning Resource Center. This is

provided with open shelves for the learning modules, science

equipment and facilities; a display area for the pupil's work

exhibits; at least ten testing carrels for independent testing,

and an enclosed small area for the evaluation instruments and

other important records, and the IS's and the IS Aide's desks.

In addition to this building, the pupils need about 30

small learning places with enough room for 8 to 12 'pupils for

small group learning activities. Theàe are small structures

made of local building materials.by tho community volunteórs

Inherent in the developmental activities of the Project

wqre formative evaluati.n activities 'carried out by 'the field

staff with assistance 'om the INNOTECH staff and consultants.
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In addition to those, INNOTECH caused the following external

evaluation activities to he carried out:

To assess the effectiveness of learning in the

IMPACT System, the Ministry of Education and Culture adminis-

tered the SOUTELE Tostsk in the three sites, first in October

1977, and second, in February-March 1978. The results of these

activities which are contained in three publications by

INNOTECH showed that the IMPACT pupils were as good as, if not

better than, the Non-IMPACT pupils in achievement.5

To determine the economy of the system, two cost

analysis studios were undertaken in 1977 and in 1978. In 1977,

Professor Tereso Tullao made the preliminary cost analysis of

the system developed in Naga using the framework developed by

Professor Editha Tan of the University of the Philippines.

Then in 1978, Mr. James McMaster, a professor in Economics at

the Canberra College of Advanced Studies, Australia, conducted

a more comprehensive study of the three sites. Both studies

showed that the system costs 50% less than the convention&.

The SOUTELE Test is an instrument prepared by the Mini-
stry of Education and Culture designed to survey the outcomes
of elementary education,

5INNOTECH Research Division. An Evaluative Study of
PrO.lect IMPACT Part I; and Eval ative Stud of Pro ect IMPACT
Part II, and Summary Re )ort: )n Evaluative Study of pro-iect
IMPACT.
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system.

Encouraged by the findings of these earlier studies,

INNOTECH decided to undertake a follow-up study of the

graduates who proceeded to the secondary level and of those

who left school either before completing the elementary or

after a year Or two in the secondary from the IMPACT schools

and from the designated comparable control schools7 in the

three Philippine cites

12

Research Division. Cost Effectiveness
nalysis of Project IMPACT for the phi1ipinos.

7Coinparability of the control schools with the expe-
rimental schools was made on the bases of the socioeconomic
conditions of the community, the size of the school, and the
distance of the schools from the main highway.



II. THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

A. The Hypotheoe:

This report preenti the outcomo of the follow-up

evaluation of the IMPACT learning zysteni in terms of the

cognitive and the non-cognitive data gathered in 1980-1981.

The cognitive data include indicatorc of achievement

of both the ubjectc who were in school or who were out of

ochool at the time of the follow-up activities but who took

the SOUTELE Tet admini3tered in February-March 1978. The

non-cognitive data include those gathered through the oelf-

concept and the attitude que$tionnaire, a well a through

the interviews of the subjects, their teachers, or their

employers, arid the parents of the IMPACT subjects.

Specifically, the study sought to answer the following

questions:

1. On the Cognitive Outcomes:

Do students who participated in the IMPACT

schools show achievement lovel significantly

different from the achievement levels of

students who participated in conventional

programs?

Are there differential cognitive outcomes de-

pending on the mental ability shown by the
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IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students?

C. Are there differential cognitive outcomes depend-

ing on the sex of the IMACT and the NOn-fl"IPACT

students?

Are there differential cognitive outcomes depend-

ing on the age level of the IMPACT and the NOn-

IMPACT students?

Are there differential Cognitive outcomes depend-

ing on the socioeconomic status of the IMPACT and

Non-IMPACT students?

1'. Do lecvers from the IMPACT program show achieve-

ment evel significantly different from the

achievement :ovo rr the lectvors from the

conver tonal programs?

Are here differential cognitive outcomes depend-

ing cri the mental ability shown by the IMPACT

and t.e Non-IMPACT leavers?

Are thre differential cognitive outcomes depend-

ing on the sex of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT

leavers

Are there differential cognitive outcomes depend-

ing on the socioecnomic status of the IMPACT

and the Non-IMPACT -eavers?

2. On the Non-Cognitive Outcoties:

a. Do students who partiipated in the IMPACT
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program chow self-concepts significantly differ-

ent from the oo1-coucepts of the students who

participated in conventional programs?

Do students who participated in the IMPACT

program show attitudes significantly different

from the attitudes of the students who

participated in conventional programs?

Do leavers from the IMPACT program show self-

concepts significantly different from the self-

concepts of leavers from the conventional

programs?

Do leavers from the IMPACT program give reasons

for leaving school different from the reasons

given by the Non-IMPACT leavers?

Do the IMPACT leavers and the Non-IMPACT leavers

have different types of post school experiences?

Do parents of students from the IMPACT schools

have positive perceptions of the IMPACT system

in terms of achievement, study habits, per-

sonality development, and self-discipline?

B. Basic Aseumption:

The data obtained to answer the research questions

raised in this study murt be viewed in the light of the follow-

ing assumptions made for this study:
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The etudent' reponeoc to the E301f.-concept and

the attitude queetionnaire are accurate indiceD of their

aecceement of 8elf and the oituationo presented to them.

The experiencoc of the zubjecth during the period

between graduation or leaving ochool and the time of the

follow up 3tudy were cimilar for both the IFIPACT and the Non-

IMPACT graduatee and leavere; and therefore, cignificant

differences in their achievement, ceif-concopt and attitudes

may be due to the differoncee in their pre-cecondary learning

experiencee.



III. METHODOLOGY

A. Subjects of the Study

The population for the follow-up research consisted of

the IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students and leavero who took the

SOUTELE Teot in February-March 1978 when they were in Levels

V and VI in the three IMPACT sito in Naga, Lapu-lapu City,

and Sapang Palay and in Grades V and VI in the comparable

control chool.

The Non-IMPACT schools wore those in Mainit, Lanac and

Cantho-an in Naga; Tiengue, Look and Pajo in Lapu-lapu City;

and Bagong Buhay B in Sapang Palay. The IMPACT schools wore

those in Naalad, Pangdan, Lutac, Balirong, and U].ing in Naga;

Babag, Gun-ob, and Mactan Air Base in Lapu-lapu City; and

Bagong Buhay F in Sapang Palay.

The population data arc presented in Table I.

Table I

Research Population as of February-March
SY 1978-1979

Sitoo
IMPACT Non-IMPACT

Level V Level in Grade 5 Grade 6

Naga 60 33 64 66

Sapang Palay 167 158 177 149

Lapu-lapu City 148 124 189 163

Totals 375 315 430 378

Totals for IMPACT: 690 Totals for Non-IMPACT: 8o8
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The subjects who took the SOUTLE Tetc in February-

March 1978 and who have become the population for this follow-

up otudy consisted of 375 Level V IMPACT pupils, 315 Level

vi IMPACT pupils 1+30 Grade 5 Non-IMPACT pupils and 378 Grade

6 Non-IMPACT pupils,

Of the 375 Level V IMPACT pupils, 60 come from Naga,

167 from Sapang Palay, and 148 from Lapu-Lapu.

Of the 1+30 Grade V Non-IMPACT pupils 64 were from Naga,

177 from Sapang Palay, arid 189 from Lapu-lapu.

Out of the 315 Level VI IMPACT pupils, 33 wore from

Naga, 158 from Sapang Palay, arid 121+ from Lapu-lapu.

Finally, of the 378 Grade VI Non-IMPACT pupils, 66

were from Naga, 11+9 from Sapang Palay, and 163 from Lapu-lapu.

The intention of the follow-up activities was to obtain

data for the total population. However, there were constraints

beyond control of the researcher. Some of these pupils have

transferred residence to other provinces which made it diffi-

cult to make the follow-up.

Consequently, out of the total of 690 IMPACT ubject

and 808 Non-IMPACT subjects, only 483 IMPACT graduates and

school leavers and '+43 Non-IMPACT graduates and school leavers

could be reached for data. The data are presented by site

and by grade level in the succeeding table.
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Table II

The Research Subjects for the Follow-up Study in

1980-81 By Sites and By Grade Levels

NI IM

Total for IMPACT: 483 Total for Non-IMPACT: 443

The subjects who were contacted for follow-up data

consisted of 1+83 IMPACT secondary students and leavers and

41+3 Non-IMPACT secondary students and leavers. The leavers

left school either before graduation from the elementary in

1978-1979, or after graduation from the elementary, or after

a year or two in the secondary.

Of the 483 IMPACT graduates, 33 were in the first year,

230 in the second year, 150 in the third year and 70 were out-

of-school.

Of the 41+3 Non-IMPACT graduates, 32 wore first year,

196 were second year, 141 were third year and 7+ were out-of-

school.

In terms of the percentage of the subjects who were

19

Sites First Year Second Year Third Year OSY

Naga 10 1 35 23 29 27 17 39

Sapang Palay 12 4 92 70 56 46 27

Lapu-Lapu 11 27 103 103 65 68 26 31

Totals 33 230 196 150 11+1 70 74

NI IN NI



contacted from each cite the data are given in Table III

below0

Table III

Percentage of the Subjectc Contacted for Follow-
Up Data by Sitec

20

The above table chowc the following:

For the IMPACT cchoo].c, a total of 483 reprocenting 70%

of the population were contacted during the follow-up

activitioc. Thece were made up of 98% of the population

in Naga, 58% of the population in Sapang Palay and 76%

of the population in Lapu-lapu City.

For the Non-IMPACT cchoolc, a total of 1+43 reprecenting

54% were contacted for follow-up data; thece were made up

of 65% of the population in Naga, 38% of the population in

Sapang Palay, and 65% of the population in Lapu-lapu City.

Pop Sample % Pop Swriplp

Naga 93 91 98 130 69

Sapang Palay 325 187 58 326 12k 38

Lapu-lapu City 272 205 76 352 229 65

Totaic 690 1+83 70 8o8 41+3 51+

Sitee IMPACT N on- INPACT
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As the data how, the biggest percentages of subjects

not contacted were in Sapang Palay. This could be duo to the

mobility of the relocated squatters in the area. Many of

the families have returned to Manila or have transferred to

other provinces.

These oubjects who have been contacted for the follow-

up served as the pooled subjects in the analysis of the

obtained data considering that the subjects from the IMPACT

and Non-IMPACT groups have not been equally represented.

It is emphasized here that both the IMPACT and

Non-IMPACT in-school subjects are studying in the same

secondary schools in their respective communities which

employ the conventional learning system. For the Sapang

Palay subjects they are studying in Sapang Palay National

High School, San oe del Monte Trade School, Assumption

Sapang Palay, and on. MacArthur Memorial College, in

Sapang alay, San Jose do]. Monte, Bulacan. Those from Naga

are studying in Balirong Barangay High School, Pangdan

Barangay High School, Naga Provincial High School, and Siena

School of Naga in Naa; while those in Lapu-lapu City are

studying in Philippine Air Force College of Aeronautics, Babag

Barangay High School, saint Aiphonsus Catholic School, Pajo

Barangay High School, ?usok Bararigay High School and Look

Barangay High School - Lapu-lapu City. Thoo subjoct are

exposed to the same k id of learning activities and to the



same teachers within the earns schools,

B. Instruments Ued.

SOUTELE Instruments,

SOUTELE is an acronym for Survey of Outcomes of

mentary ducation. The instruments were prepared and validated

8
by the Ministry of Education and Culture for evaluation of

the outcomes of elementary education.

In February-March, 1978 an external group from the Mini-

stry of Education and Culture administered the tests to the

IMPACT Levels V and VI students and to the Grades V and VI

Non-IMPACT students in the control schools.

The data used to deteritine the comparability of the

subjects in this follow-up study were scores obtained on the

Non-Verbal Mental Ability Toct, data from the questionnaire

entitled "Information About Pupil." These data were obtained

from the INNOTECH files.

The Philippine Education&. Placement Test.9

22

8A very comprehensive description of the SOUTELE
Instruments appears in An Evaluative Study of Project IMPACT-
Part II. published by INNOTECH Research Division.

9The descriptioi is taken from the NETC brochure on the
Philippine Educational Placement Test.
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This is an instrument prepared by the National Edu-

cation Testing Center of the Ministry of Education and Culture.

It consists of two sets, namely the Academic Achievoment Test

and the Assessment Kit-Programmed Test.

For purposes of this research activity, only the first

et - the Academic AchioVemen Test was Uod.

The purely academic portion of the test is intended for

administration to those who would ,ike to go back to school

in order to complete formal school.ng. It can be used to

provide a basis for adjusting the l?vel of educational attain-

merit achieved by a population as incicated by the grade or

year of schooling.

The test covers three subject areas: Communication

Arts in English, Communication Arts in Pilipino, onci M:thomatics.

The test for each subject area cOntainr., in a sequential manner,

basic learning skills required for the £rade/year level.

a. Communication Arts (English)

The test attempts to assesc the stidents' verbal knowl-

edge, abilities and skills - among which a1'e knowledge of

correct usage, identifying errors f.n gramma-, punctuation,

capitalization, spelling, letter 'riting, understanding what

one reads, ability to organize idaas logically, extent of

one's vocabulary, and ability to communicate effectively.
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b. Communication Arts (Pilipino)

The test measures more or the same abilities, knowl-

edge and skills measured by Communication Arts Tests in English.

it is not, however, the literal translation in Pilipino of the

English tests.

c Mathematics

This test measures the ability to deal with situations

involving numbers. It also attompts to assess k±ll in using

mathematical processes in solving problems, applying basic

algebra and geometry principles in solving problems, reading

and interpreting graphs and scales, and comparing quantities.

The tests in the three subject areas are contained in

three separate booklets, Separate answer sheets are provided

for the examinees, The tests are of the multiple-choice type

with four choices.

The three tests were scheduled for one whole day.

Standard time limits were strictly followed.

The tests were administered by representatives from

National Education Testing Center of the Ministry of

Education and Culture in all the three sites using the manual

for test administration1, Th tects in the three sites

were administered in a span of one week with one day interval

for the testing in Naga and Lap u-lapu and with three-days

interval between the testing in Lapu-lapu and Sapang Pa].ay.
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The test papers were scored and the results translated to

standard scores by the University of the Philippines Computer

Center.

3. Student's Data Sheet.

This was prepared specifically for this study and was

used to gather such data as occupation of parents, the teacher-

grades of the student for the preceding and the current curri-

culum years,

10

k, Interview Schedule for Dropouts.

This instrument was designed to gather data on th0

following: the grade level completed prior to leaving school,

information on work experience, reasons for leaving school,

the subject's exposure to mass media, and information on pre-

and- on-the-job- trai fling.

5. The Self-Concept Questionnaires.

10Except for the S0UTJE Tests and the Philippine Edu-
cational Placement Test, the instruments for this project are
all included in Appendix B of this report.
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Two sets of questionnaires were prepared specifically

for this research study: Ci) the Student's Self-Report Question-

naire and (2) the Worker's Self-Report Questionnaire.

These instruments were designed to measure each subject's

self-concept as reflected by his perception of hi5 physical

presentation, his interaction with his environment, h1 inter-

action with his peers, and hi interaction with his teachers

Or superiors. This instrument is an adaptation of Echard's

Self-Report for the Measurement of Self-Concept in Educational

Settingll in so far as the four components of the 5ujects

self-concept were concerned. The items in each of the four

headings were, however, geared toward measuring the expected

affective outcomes of the IMPACT Learning System.

These instruments were tried out before they were

fin&.ized. The main objective of the tryout was to determine

the reliability of the items in the scale and the internal

consistency of the scale. The instruments for the students

were tried out an'iong tf9 Grade V pupils, k2 Grade VI pupils,

61 first year students, 53 second year students ar !47 third

year students in one of the local universities which serves

the middle and lower social classes in the community. These

Pame].a Echard, 'tDesign and Evaluation of an Observa-
tion Schedule and Self-Report for the Measurement of Self-
Concept in Educational Setting". American Educational Research
Association, April 1976.



groups did not include the students who were administered by

the final version of the instrmont.

The Attitude Questionnaire.

In order to obtain data on the attitude of the IMPACT

graduates, an Attitude Questionnaire was devised. The content

was based on the Table of Specifications for the Attitude

Inventory in the SOUTELE Instruments.

The draft form of the attitude questionnaire was tried

out on the same pupils and students who were asked to answer

the self-concept questionnaires. Then it was revised on the

basis of the feedback from the tryout, and from the feedback

from the consutants who were requested to critique the

instruments,

C. The Manual fr Data Gathering.

To ensure that the data would be gathered under similar

conditions, a manal for the field workers was devised, It

12Pleasc see .ppendix B for the Table of Specifications
and the Questionnai.e.

13The SelfCorcept Questionnaire, the Attitude Question-
naires, the Student's Data Sheet, and the Interview Schedule
for Dropouts were referred to Mr. Peter Thompson, the INNOTECH
Consultant, and to D. Shaeldon Shaeffer, programme officer of
the Social Sciences Jivislon of IDRC, Ottawa, for them to pass
judgetnont on and to igest ways of improving them,

27
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included instructions on how to administer the different in-

struments and translations of the questions for the rospondents

in Cebuano and in Tagalog.

The field workers in the three sites were given specific

instructions on how to go about the data gathering activity using

this msnual.114

D. Analysis of Data.

The SOUTELE da 1 on Mental Ability of the subjects and

on the other individu 1. characteristics of the subjects were ob-

tained from the Lu0 f the INNOTECH Research Divjion.

The test papers on the Academic Achievement Test in the

Philippine Educational Placement Tests were scored and the

results were given their equivalent standard scores by the

University of the Philippines Computer Center. A copy of the

print out of the standard scores and their corresponding grade

equivalents was received from the Center.

All data gathered from the field and the data received

from the UP Computer Center and from the INNOTECH Research

Division were recorded in the students' index cards, Each

subject has an index card and all information and data obtsined

were entered in the subject's index card.

refer to Appendix B,



In the analysis of the data, the following statistical

tests wore used:

1. t-test for correlated means15

This statistical test was used in the comparison of

the achievement of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT secondary

students and also of school leavers. Specifically, it was used

in the treatment of the results of the Academic Achievement

Tests for both the secondary students and the school loavers,

the comparison of the grades of the secondary INPACT

and Non-IMPACT studentr and the comparison of the self-concept

and attitude data of tn some groups.

The formula i3:

=

The is the correlation between mental ability and athieve-

mont, or sex and achievement, or age and achievement, or

socioeconomic status and ackiievcrnent.

2. t-test for un-correlated means1

This was used for the comparison of the moan scores in

15Garrot. Statistics in Psychology and Education.
(Vakils, Feffer and Simons Private Ltd.) pp. 226-232.

uilford Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and
Education. (Tokyo: McGraw Hill, Inc., 1973), p. 151.

29



th& Mental Ability Test0

The formula is:

Cd Vm +6m

3. Coefficient of correlation using the scattergram

for groups whose N is 30 or more.17

This measure wa ucd to establish correlation between

mental ability and acriiovoment of the subjects.

:y !_ - (M tM ')
=

x' 6y'

whore x' = tao deviations of coded values for X

y' = trio deviations of coded values for Y

trio mean of the coded values of X

= the standard deviation of the coded ValUes

f X

M , = the mean of the coded values of Y
y

= tho standard deviation of the coded values

of Y.

17Ibid., p. 89.

30



NEXY - (Ex) (EY)
= -

/ LNEX2 - (Ex)2, NEY2 - (EY)2]

5. Chi square cncl the coefficient of contingency.19

These measures i'ere used to determine correlation be-

tween age or sOc±OeCOnoniC status, and the

scores in the academic achievement tests in English, Pilipino,

and in }4atla.

l8Guilford, Ibid., p. 25.

19Kerlinger, Foundatior,s in Behavioral Research. (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973), p. 171.
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Coefficient of correlation calculated from original

measurements where N was less than
3Q18

This was used to compute the coefficient of correlation

between achievement and mental ability of the IMPACT and the

Non-IACT groups where the number of cases was less than 30

as in the case of the first year subjects and the out-of-

achool subjects, and for the self-concept and the attitude

measures,

2
= ___

I
0

tj 2
x + N



t. The point biserial correlation20

This measure was used to determine the relationship be-

tween sex and the achievement of the IMPACT and Non-IMPACT

subjects in English, Pilipirio, or Math.

M NrPb = q pq

where:

N = mean of x values for the higher group in

the dichotomy (boys / girls)

M = mean of the x values for the lower group
q Cbqs/3irI)

= standard deviation of the total sample in

the achievement test

p = proportion of Ex/girI in the higher group

q = proportion of bo/grI5 in the lower group

7. The Kuder-Richardson Formula No. 2021

This was used to determine the internal consistency

of the measures in the Self-Concept and the Attitude Question-

naires. The formula is:

32

20Guilford, p. 298.

21Guilford, p. L+i6.



where

P = percent of occurrence of observed behavior

Q = 1-P

N = size of the sample

SE of the difference between P1 and P2

where

or

N1P1 + N2P2

N1 + N2

Q= 1-P
where

P is the pooled estimate of P

33

=
1 )

- pq

where n = number of items in the test

p = proportion passing an item

q= i-p
square of the standard deviation of scores

8, Significance of the difference between two percents

+
N2

7



IV. DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLES

The variables used in the study are given their operation-

al definitjon in this section.

Individual Characristics of the Subjects. The subject's

individual characteristics are indicated by sex age, and

mental ability level.

refers to the 5ubjec5 chronological age in March

1981.

Considering that the Filipino child starts formal school-

ing at age 7, the following age brackets were established for

euch curriculum year with March 1981 as the particular point

in time.

Mental Ability is indicated by the subject's score in

the non-verbal mental ability test which he took during the

first administration of the SOUTELE instruments in October

1979, when he was either in Level V or VI in IMPACT or Grade

V or vi in Non-IMPACT schools. The subjects are categorized

First Year Second Year Third Year

Overage (0) Above 1i.5 Above 15.5 Above 16.5

Normal Age (N) 13.5 to ik.5 i'4.5 to 15.5 15.5 to 16.5

Underage (U) Below 13,5 Below 1L4,5 Below 15.5
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on the basis of their scores in relation to the group means.22

Socioeconomic Factors: Three factors were taken into

consideration when categorizing the subjects on the basis of

socioeconomic status (SEs)0 Those were the parents' edu-

cational attainment, and the combined monthly income of the

family which were obtained from the S0UTEL Information kioet,

and the parents' occupation which was obtained during the

follow-up period.

The following income brackets with the corresponding

points were used in this study:

Resech Division. An Evolutivo atudy of
Project IMPACT - Pari C, page 60.

Income BrT,cket Points

Above p2,500 8

p2,000 - 2,1+99 7

1,800 1,999 6

1,500 - 1,799 5

Grade V Grade VI

High 50 and above 55 and above

Average 35 to 1+9 1+0 to 54

Loi 31+ and below 39 and below



Income Bracket Points

1000 - i,+99 k

800- 999 3

500- 799 2

Below ?250 - Lf99 I

The following categories for parents' education and

their corresponding points were also used as basic for

establishing the subject's socioeconomic status:

In the parents' occupation, the scales established by

the Ministry of Labor were used and the following points were

given f or each scale123

Scales Poi

Scale I: Professional Practitioners 12

23
Please see Apr ndix C for the specific jobs for

each scale.
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Educational Level Points

Some college or specialized
post secondary training 6

Complete secondary 5

Incomplete secondary 1+

Complete primary/elementary 3

Incomplete primary/elementary 2

No schooling I



Scale 12: Workers Seeking Employment I

On the basis of the points adopted for the indicators

of socioeconomic statue (SES), each subject had a composite

score. To set up the categories for the socioeconomic statuc,

the mean (8.5k) and the standard deviation (3.5) were used

37

Scale 2: Government High Officials,
Directors, Nanagers, Officers
of the Military 11

Scale 3: Skilled Business Technicians 10

Scale k: Business Employees 9

Scale 5 Skilled Mining Technicians 8

Scale 6: Skilled Transportation Employees 7

Scale 7; Skilled Labor for Factory 6

Scale 8: Farmers, Fisherman, Loggers 5

Scale 9: Skillcd Manual Labor k

Scale 10: Workes in Public Service Jgencies 3

Scale 11: Commor Laborers 2

to plot the five SES categories. The total research population

of 1,383 are distributed thus on the five categories:

SES Categories Range FrQquency Percezitage

Lower-High 13.79-17.28 25 2

Upper-Middle 10.29-13.78 425 31

Lower-Middle 6.79-10,28 682 49

Upper-Low 3.29- 6.78 210 15

Lower-Low Below 3.28 42 3



For purposes Of analysis, Since the frequencies for the two

extreme categories were very small, the five categories were

reduced to three, combining Lower-High and Upper-Middle as

Upper-Middle, Upper-Lower and Lower-Low or as Low. Thus the

three categories are: Upper-Middle, Lower

Post School Exporionces: This refers to the types of

jobs of the dropouts from the time they left school until the

time they took the literacy and numoracy retention tests arid

the Self-Report Questionnaire.

Achievement: The achievement of the students who have

continued on to the secondary and of the school leavers was

indicated by the cummulativo grades given by the teachers in

English, Pilipino and Math for each curriculum year in the

case of the in-school subjects and by their scores in English,

Pilipino, and Math in the Philippine Educational Placement Test

administered by representatives of the National Educational

Testing Center of the Ministry of Education and Culture in
December 1980.

Attitudes; Some research activities were directed at

determining the extent to which the subjects, both the IMPACT

and the Non-IMPACT students, have acquired the desirable

attitudes "towards cooperation wIth one's family and fellowmen;

-Middle and Low.

38



toward work and community and material development, and not

least of all toward continued learning and toward the develop-

ment of ethicel, spiritual and moral Statements

were presented to the subjects for them to react to and thus

reveal the presence or absence of the desired attitude. The

Construct is therefore, indicated by the responses of the

subjects to the statements presented to them.

Solf-Concet: ¶Lhis refers to the ubject' judgment of

themselves on the basiC of their physical presentation, their

interaction with their environment, with their peers and with

their teachers.

Their physical presentation includes posture, physical

appearance, energy, Voice, volume and speech, and attention

span. Their interaction with their environment includes their

responses to the learning tasks, the learning materials and

the learning areas. Their interaction with peers concerns

their responses to their classmates in group activities.

Finally their interaction with their teachers involves their

responses to discussions with teachers, to teacher-directed

activities, and to their assessment of the teacher-pupil

climate.

23
See Appendix a.
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A quectionnairo wac deviced to meacure the eubjects'

ceif-concopt. Thic conietod of statemente to wAich the cub-

jecte reacted to by giving their agreement, non-agreement,

or uncertainty about the matter, and thue reveal their aseese-

mont of thoniselves.25

This construct Ic indicated by the scores of the re-

spondent in the Self-Report Questionnaire.

25See Appendix Ba

ko
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CHJ&TER II

TilE COGNITIVE OUTCOMES

In March 1981, the IM?CT Field Coordinator in Naga

informed the IMPACT local office that Project flACT had it

golden harvestl1 Among the graduating secondary students in

the different high schools in Naga, the INi-ACT students topped

them all!

In Balirong Barangay High School, the first five

honor students are all products of the IMPACT schools.

In Pangdan i3arangay High School, the first four

honor graduates are products of the IMPACT schools.

In Naga Provincial High School, the fifth honor

graduate was a product of the IMPACT school who finihcd

the elementary in only five years, instead of six.

3. Among the firct ten senior tudonts in the Naga

Provincial Secondary School who passed the 1980 National

College Entrance Examination, the first, the second, the

fifth, the seven1, and the ninth were graduates from the

I?'ACT ochool, while the rest were graduates from the

conventional chool.

This type of report wa not the first of its kind,

Ever since the I?ACT graduates ctudiod in the secondary

Please see Appendix F for the names of the students.



schools, teachers have given un$ul±cited comments on the

performance of the IMPACT rac1uates, Thus this study sought

to come up with statistical evidence on the indicators of the

cognitive outcomes of the IMPACT learning system.

The data obtained arc presented in this chapter relative

to the research hypotheses on cognitive outcomes.

Hypothesis 1. Do students who participated in the flACT

schools show achievement levels significantly different from

the achievement level: of students who participated in conven-

tiona]. programs?

Two cet of dat& arc presenteC to answer this question.

The first ot includes fte comparison of' the standard scores

of the secondary IMPhCT and Non-IMP4CT students who took the

Academic Achievement Tet of the Philippine Educational Place-

ment Tests (PT). The second cot of data includes the

comparison of teacher grades obtained by the students in the

secondary level.

A. Comparison of the Standard Scores in the Academic Achieve-

ment Tests in the PSPT.

The IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students in each curri-

culum year were matched on the basis o±' their means and

standard deviation in the Mental Ability ToOt of the SOUTE

Tests which they took in February-March 1978.

k2



Table IV

Comparioon oi the AchieveicrLt Level in the Academic Achieve-
mont Tests of the P4PACT and Non-IMPACT Studont in

the Firet Year of the Secondary Lve1

13

MT Data

IMPACT Non.. IMPACT

N 17 21

M 1+0,1+7 38

SD 9.26 9.88

rn 2.25 2.16

DM 2.1+7

m
3.11

t .79

Achievement Data

Engi I ch Pulp ± rio Math

IM NI IM NI IM NI

N 17 2.1 1? 21 17 21

N 1+3.88 1+3.66 L.k.55 1+5.9 1+6,8 1+8.09

SD 6.59 8.97 7.1+3 9.62 5.89 9.82

1.6 1.96 1.8 2.15 1,1+3 2.15

r .3056 .1+3 .391+1

DM .22 1.25 1.29

2.1+ 2.53 2.37
t .092 .1+9 .51+

IN = IMPACT NI = Non-IMPACT

r = correlation coofl'jcient of MAT and Achievement Tect$



The data in Table IV show that the fir$t year I!ACT

and the Non-IACT secondary itudentc are comparable in terms

of their Core in the Mental Ability Test. The differences

between their mean coreo in the achievement te3t3 in English,

Pilipino and Math are alec otati3tically comparable.

Table V

Comparicon of the Achievement Leveic in the Academic Achieve-
ment Testc of the IMPACT and the Non-flACT Students

in the Second tear in the Secondary Level

MAT Data

:EMPACT Non- IMPACT

N

M

SD

DM

m

t

167

46.46

11.42

.88

2.2k

1.30

1.72

153

44.22

11.22

.97

Achievement Data

Englich Pilipino Math

IN NI IM NI IM NI

N

N

SD

DM

t

167 153 167 153
52 46.i2 52 50.75
8.2 8O8( 10.51 11.13

.67 .72 .81 .90
.4609 .5024

5.88 1.25
.87 1.04

6.?5* 1.20

167 153

48.92 43.3

ii.ok 9.8
.86 .79

.2554

5.58
1.12

* = t ic cignificant at .05 ** t Ic cignificant at .01
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The cecund year IMkACT and icn-IMPACT GeCOndary ctu-

denth have $tatit1ca11y cmparablo inean3 (nq'

i the Mental Ability Tect$ ac ehown in Table V. The
O t3e 2

differencon of the IneanAin the achievement te3t in inglih
and Mathematics are ctatieticaily iignificant at .01

level, b0tl, in favor of the IMPACT tudente. The difference

between the meanj in the achievement test in Pilipino while

in favor of IMPACT ic not etaticticaily cignificant, how-

ever.



Table VI

Comparison of the Achievement Love1 in the Academic
Achievement Tet of the IMPACT and the Non-

fl'tPACT Studont$ irL the Third Year in
the 3econdary Level

46

MAT Data

IMPC1T Non-IMPACT

N 112 95

N 50.74

SD 13.4 12.2

rn 1,27 1.25

DM 2.99
1.78

t 1.68
Ac1vLevomont Dataa -

nglih Pilipinc Math

IM NI IM NI IN NI

N 112 95 112 95 112 95

M 52.76 47 53.87 47 49.41 47

SD 10.94 io.4 10.82 12.? 15.42 14.72

1.03 1.07 1.03 1.3 i.46 1.5
.4846 .4509 .2177

DM 5,76 6.87 2.41

1.3 1.48 2.04

t 2+1+3** 4.61+** i.i8

* significant at .05 ** 3inificant at .01
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The data presented in Table VI show that the mean

scores in the Mental Ability Test of the third year IMPACT

and Non-IMPACT secondary students are not statistically

different. But the differences in their mean scores in

English and Pilipino achievement tests both in favor of

IMPACT students are statistically significant at the .01

level. The difference in the mean scores in Math is not

statistically significant.

B. The Comparison of Achievement Through Teacher Grades.

The following three tables present the comparison of

the achievement levels of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT

secondary students in terms of teachers' grades in

English, Filipino and Mathematics. Again, the students

are matched on the basis of their mean scores in the

Mental Ability Test of the SOUTELE Tests. The obtained

coefficients of correlation show the correlation between

Mental Ability scores and teachers' grades in English,

Filipino or Mtii.

It may he mentioned at this point that not all

the first year students who had data on teacher grades

took the Academic Achievement Tests, and not all the

second and third year students who took the Academic

Achievement Tests had data on teacher grades.



Table VII

Comparison of the AchieVement Levl in Terms of the Teacher
Grades oi' the IMPACT and the NOR-IMPACT Students in

tho First Year of the Secondary Level

k8

MAT Data

IMPACT Non- IMPACT

N

M

SD

DM

t

21+

39

9,1+7

1.9k
:5.02

2.73

1.1

22

35.98

9.02

1.93

hchievement Data in Terms of Teacher Grades
_r.

English Pilipino Math

IM NI IM NI IM NI

N

M

SD

DM

t

21+ 22 21+ 22

76,8 76.61+ 76.9 75.52
2.83 3.62 2.6+ 1.1+9

.58 .77 ,k .32

.3068 .31+15

.16 1.38

.92 .59

.17 2.33*

21+ 22

76.53 77

3.39 3.31+

.69 .69

.1+7

.95

.1+9

' significant at .01 * significant at .05
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The data in Table VII chow that the firot year IMPACT

and Non-IMPACT cecondary ctudents obtained mean ccore in the

Mental Ability Test which are not d'---e-rnt.

The comparicon of the meane of the teacher gradec in Engli3h,

Pilipino and Math chow that the IMPACT and Non-IMPACT firct

year cecondary ctudontc are ctatictically comparable in their

leveic of achievement in Englich and Mathematicc, but the dçLvence

t%1eoi 5ccY &avov a the iII4P,4C1

ic statictically cignificant atO5 level.



Table VIII

Comparison cf the Achievement Levels in Terms of Teacher
Grades of the ThACT an the Non-IMPACT

Students in the Second Year of
the Secondary Level

50

MAT Data
-sr

IMPACT Non-IMPACT

N

M

SD

DM

t

11+9

1+6.26

11.98

.98
2.81

1.51

i.86

125

1+3.45

12.87

1.15

Achievement Data in Terms of Teacher Grades -V -,

Enlih Pilipino Math

IM NI IM NI IM NI

N

M

SD

r

DM

t

11+9 125 11+9 125

78.5 78.48 79.25 78.98

3.34 2.05 2.95 3.32

.27 .i8 .21+ .30

.5993 .1+251

.02 .27

.26 .35

.077 .77

11+9 125

78.03 78

3.4 3.96

.28

.361+8

.03

.069



The aecorid year IiACT and Non-IMPACT tudent are

statictically comparable in torma of their mean core in the

Mental Ability Teat, aa they are shown in Table VIII. When

they are compared on the basic ol' grades obtained in English,

Pilipino and Mathematics in the secondary level, they also
come out statistically comparable.

Table IX

Comparison of the Achievement Levol in Terms of Teacher Grades
of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT Studnt in the Third

Year of the Secondary Level

51

MAT Data

IMPACT NoIMPACT

N

N

t

Tn

86 76

5U.88 k8.38

12,8k 12.93

1.39 i.k8

2.5

2.03

1.23

chioVement Data in Terms of Teacher Grades

English Pilipino Math

IN NI IM NI IN NI

r

N

r

DM

t

86 76 86 76 86 76

79.3 78.87 60.18 78.8k 79.35 78

3.39 3.65 3.32 3.65 3.55 2.1
.37 .k2 .36 .k2 .38 .2k

.3096 314 .3106
,13 1.3k 1.35

5Lj. 53 .Lf3

.79 2.53* 3.13**

* significant at .05 level ** significant at .05



Table IX ohwo that the thirct year IMPACT arid Non-

INPACT tudent are tatioticcl1y comparable in terms of their

mean scores in the Mento]. Ability Toot. Comparing them in

terms of teacher grades, the difference between the n'eans of
.n avok- a the 11p,4C-1 voVpS

their teacher grades in Pilipino and in Mathomatics,are signi-

ficant at the .05 and the .01 levels respectively; but the

difference between the mean teacher grades in English is not

statistically significant.

To summarize the data pertinent to the first hypothesis

raised in the study, these are presented in the summary tables

below,

52



Table X

Summarized Data on the Relative Achievement of IMPACT and
Non-IMPACT Students in English, Filipino and Mathe-

matics Based on the Results of the Academic
Achievement Tests

53

English
First Year

IMPACT 17 443?g 1.(Q
Non'- IMPACT

Second Year
IMPACT 167 2 8.62 .67 5.88 .87 675**
Non-IMPACT 153 L12 8.86 .72

Third Year
IMPACT 112 52.76 10.94 1.03 5.76 1.3 4k3**
Non- r'PhcT

ilipinô
95 4y Ic. 4 1. 07

First Year
IMPA (; T 17 4L..6.5 7,L1.3 1.8 1.25 2.53 .49
Non- IiJlJ%CT 21 9.82 2.15

3econd Year
IMPACT 167 52 10.51 .81 1.25 i.c+ 1.20
Non-IMPACT 153 50.75 11.13 .90

Third Year
IMPACT 112 53.87 10.82 1.03 6.87 1.48 4.64**
1on-IMPACT 95 47 12.7 1.3

Mathe matics
First Year

L'.PACT 17 46.8 5.89 1.43 1.29 2.37 .54
Nor1_IIvLPACI 21 +8,09 9.8 2.15

Secor'd rear
IMPACT 1 4 92 11 1.12 4.98**
Non-IMPACT 153 4334 9.8

Third Year
IMPACT 112 49.41 15.'+2 1.46 2.41 2.04 1.18
Non-IMPACT 95 47 14.72 1.5

N M SD DM d t

** significant at .01 3ignificanit at .05
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The data contained in Table X show that in the Academic

Achievement Tests:

The mean differerice in English, 1?llipino and Math of the

IMiA0T and Non.INVACT tudonto in the first year of the

secondary level are not tatistica1ly ignificant;
The moan differences in English and Mathematics of the

IMCL' and the Non-TJPJ-CI students in the second year of

the secondary leve1 are significant at the .01 level in

favor of IMPJgT sti;ionts, but the moan difference in
&.&je oi'o i' a' c iIW4cr Fdet

Pilipinois not ;titically significant;
The mean difference;' n English arid in iilipino of the

IMPACT and Non-I CT ctuiento in the third year of the

secondary level ar 'nif,cant at the .01 level in favor

of IM?CT sti.identm the 'iucn difference in Mathematics

is not significant.



ilipino
Fir3t Year

Table XI

Summarized Data on the Relative Achievement of IM1ACT and NOn-
IMPACT Students in English, Pilipino, and Matkmatics

Based on the Teacher Grades

55

IMPACT 2L 2 i..Lf rL...2' 1.38 .59 33*
Non-IMPACT 2 r- i0kc .32

Second Year
IMPACT ik 79.25 2.95 .21+ .27 .35 .77
Non-IACT 12 78.98 3.32 .30

Third Year
IMPACT 80.18 3,32 6 . 2.53w
Non-IMPCT ? 72.81+ 3.65 .42

Math
First Year

IMPACT 4 76.53 3.39 .69 .1+7 .95 .1+9
Non-IMPACT 2 77 3.21+ .69

Second Year
IMPACT 449 78.03 2 4 28 .03 .43 .069
Non-IMPACT 25 78 3.96 .36

Third Year
IMPACT 6 79,35 3,55 .38 1.35 .1+3 3.13**
Non-IMPACT 6 78 2.1

N M SD DM Qr t

English
First Year

IMPACT 24 76.8 2.83 .58 .16 .92 .1?
Non-IMPACT 22 76,61+ 3.62 .77

Second Year
IMPACT 11+9 7.5 3,34 .27 .02 .26 .077
Non-IMPACT 125 y8.48 2.05 .18

Third Year
IMPACT 86 79.3 3.39 .37 ,43 .k .79
Non-IMP4CT y6 y.87 3,65 .1+2

* significant at .05 ** ignifcant at .01
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The summarized data presented in Table XI show that the

mean differences in the teacher g:cides in En2ish, Pilipino,

and Mathematics of the INPACT and the Non-IMPACT students in

the first, second and third years in the secondary level Qre

not statistically significant except for the difference in

Pilipino for the second year arid the third year

which are both significant at .05 level, in

favor of IMPACT tudent, and for the çIi'fcrenco in Mathematics
aQ 4vv 0

for the third yearwhh is significant at the .01 level.

Hyppthosis2. re there differential cognitive outcomes

depending on the mentLll ability shown by the IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT students?

To answer the uetion, t] ILPACT and Non-IMPACT sub-

jects were categorized 'by mental ability levels, SUCh as high

mental ability (dMA), avera'e mental ability (AMA), and low

mental ability (Li4A). Then the mean scores of the correspond-

ing categories of the flFCT and the Ncn-IMPACT students are

compared. The coefficient of correlation for mental ability

and achievement in terms of the results of the Academic

Achievement Tests in English, Pilipino and Matmatics

is used for the t-tet for two corre-

lated means. The data are presented in the succeeding tables

by curriculum year and by subject area.



Table XII

Comparison of the Achievement Lovelz3 in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tect in inglih, Pilipino and Mathematict of the

Firot Year Secondary IMPACT and Non-IMPACT
Studento Ciacified by Mental

Ability Levels

57

r DN 'd txy

Engli$h .3056

AMA
IMPACT 12 44.67 6,16 1.77 .87 2ek5 .36
Non-IMPACT 10 43.8 5.9 1.88

L MA

IMPACT 4 38.5 3.2 1.6
Non-IMPACT 7 39.23 2.7 1.02 .78 1.8 .43

Pilipino .43

AMA
IMPACT 12 4Lf58 5.06 i.46
Non-IMPACT 10 4,.2 8.3 2.3 i.6. 2,7.1 .59

LMA
IMPACT If 44.25 12.79 6.:9 14.25 7.14 .59
Non-ThACT 7 40 12.34 k.c6

Mathe maticc .3941

AMA

IMPACT 12 If ,73 5.33 1.4
Non-IMPACT 10 50 7,56 2.9 1.27 2.61 .48

LMA
IMPACT 4 !-1,L. i.4 .7 .48 2.15 .22
Non- IMPACT 7 ko,86 3.72 1.

N M SD
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There are only two mental ability categories for the

IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT studentn in the first year of th

secordary. Tho are tiw average iontal abil .ty group and

the low mental ability group. A comparison of the mean

standard scores in nglioh, Pilipino and Math of the IMPACT

and the Non-IMPACT bi1ity group show that the differences

between means for all the groups arc not statistically signi-

ficant.



Table XIII

ComparLson of the AChievement Leveic in
merit Tet in Eriglizh, Pilipino, and

the Second Year Secondary IMPACT
IMPACT Studento Claojfied

Mental Ability Loveic

N M SD

the Academic Achieve-
Mathematics of
and Non-
By

DM °d t
m

59

Engi ih
HMA

.4609

IMPACT 30 o.8k 9.4 1.72
Non-IMPACT 29 51.17 8.48 1.57 .33 2.06 .16

AMA
IMPACT 60 46.8 7.83 1.0
Non-IMPACT 65 47.5 8.63 1.07 .7 1.29 k

LMA
IMPACT 29 42.31 6. 1,2
Non- IMPACT 29 43 6.82 1.27 .69 1.55 .44

Pilipino .5024
HMA

IMP ACT 30 59.58 9..? 1.77
Non-IMPACT 29 62.1 10.46 1.94 2.52 2.27 1.11

AMA
IMPACT 60 52.47 8.64 1.12
Non-IMPACT 65 54.34 9.17 1.1k 1.87 1,38 1.35

LMA
IMPACT 29 46.38 9.98 1.85 2,22 2.10 1.05
Non-IMPACT 29 44.16 8.54 1.59

Mathematics
HMA

.2554
IMPACT 30 52.55 9.11 1.66
Non-IMPACT 29 53.86 10.33 1.92 1.31 2.1+5 .53

AMA
IMPACT 60 47.49 9.05 1.17
Non-IMPACT 65 46.63 7.32 .90 i.ik 1.42 .80

LMA
IMPACT 29 )+: 9.92 i.84
Non-IMPACT 29 k5'2 8.5 1,58 1.57 2.3t .67
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The IMkACT and Non-ThiWT students in the second year of

the secondary level were grOUpO(1 on the basis of mental ability

arid the mean scores in the Academic Achievement Tests in English,

Pilipino and Math of the paired categories were tested for

significance. As the t-ratioo in Table XIII Show, the differeences

for all the different ability groups in the three ubjoct areas,

are all statistically inoinificant.



Table XIV

Compari3on of the Achiovemorit Leveic in tho Academic Achieve-
ment Tet in Eriglich, Pilipino, and Jathematice of

the Third Year Secondary IMPACT and NOn-
IMPACT Studont Clajfjed by

61

Mental Ability Levels

N M SD r DM
x m

Engi ih .4846
HMA

IMPACT 30 5834 9.68 1.77 .16 2.18 .07
Non-IMPACT 28 5.18 9.28 1.76

AMA

IMPACT 1+2 ? 7.6k 1.18
Non-IMPACT 42 5i17 5.7 .88 4.17 1.29 3.23**

LMA
IMPACT 16 1+6.18 9.18 2.29 5.74 2.28 2.52*
Non-IMPACT 23 1+o.44 5.95 1.25

Pilipino .4509
JiMA

IMPACT 30 59.5 21.84 3.99
Non-IMPACT 28 60.67 17.46 3.3 1.17 4.62 .25

AMA

IMPACT 42 52.28 9.48 i.46
Non-IMPACT 42 54.24 9.97 i.54 1.96 1.89 1.03

LMA
IMPACT 16 53.19 8.81 2.2 12.54 2.47 5Q7**
Non-IMPACT 23 ko.6 8.ok i.68

Matho matjc .2177
JIMA

IMPhCT 30 55.04 14.82 2.7
Non-IMPACT 28 55.46 10.9 2.06 .42 3.31 .13

AMA

IMPACT 42 48.45 13.2 2.04
Non-IMPACT 42 51.43 12.18 i.88 2.98 2.7 1.10

LMA
IMPACT 16 43.13 14.38 3.59 1.96 3.91 .50
Non-IMPACT 23 +1.17 8.6 1.8

significant at .05 ** ignificat at .0.1
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The comparisons of the results of the Academic Achieve-

ment Tests in English, Pilipino, and Mathematics for the third

year IMPACT and No-INPiCT secondary students show that the

differences are significant at .05 level in English for the

low mental abilit, group; and at .01 level in English for the

average mental ability group, and in. Pilipino for the low

mental ability group.

To sumrLlarize the comparisons Ji achievement on the basis

of mental ability grous of the IMPCT and tie Non-IMPACT

secondary students:

Tilere are no significant differences in the achieve-

ment levels in the Academic Achievement Tests in English,

Pilipino and Math between similar mental ability groups of the

IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students in the first year of the

secondary;

There are rio significant differences in the achieve-

ment levels in the Academic Achievemont Tet5 in English,

Pilipino and Math bctwee similar mental ability groups of the

IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students in the second year of the

secondary level;

There are significant differences in the achieve-

ment levels in the Academic Achievome:n.t Tests in English for

the average and the low mental ability groups and in Pilipino

for the low mental ability group of t'e IMPACT and the Non-
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IMPACT students in the third year, in English and Pilipino

results are in favor of IMPACT for IIVIA but for AMA in

English, results are in favor of Non-IMPACT; there are no

significant differences between the high mental ability

groups in English, Pilipino and Mathematics; between the

average mental ability groups in Pilipino and Math; and

between the low mental ability groups in Mathematics.

On the whole, there are no differential achievement

outcomes depending on the mental ability levels of the IMPACT

and the Non-IMPACT students in the secondary level.

Hypothesis 3. Are there differential cognitive

outcomes depending on the sex of the IMPACT and the Non-

IMPACT students?

In order to come up with statistical data in answer

to this hypothesis, the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students

were compared in their standard scores in the Academic

Achievement Tests in English, Pilipino and Mathematics.

Comparison used the t-test for correlated means and standard

deviations, The coeffiôient of correlation between Sex and

achievement was used in the computations. The data are
presented in the succeeding table.



Table XV

Comparison of the Achiovenient Levels in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tet in English, Pilipin.O, and Mathematics of

the First Year Secondary IMPACT and Non-
IMPACT Students Clacif led by Sex

SD

English
Boys

IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

Girls
IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

Pilipino
Boys

IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

Girls
IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

Mathe matica
Boys

IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

Girls
IMPACT
Non-IMPACT

r
xy

DM &d
m

The comparison of the moan scores Of the IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT students in the first year of tho secondary in the

Academic Achievement Tests, in English, Pilipino and Math on

basis of sex shows that:

64

9
8

10
12

7
8

i+,6'
Lf7.i2

+3.78
14662

47.72
47.12

/43
6.68

4.1?
8.1

6.74
6.68

1.1+4

2.36

1.32
2.31+

2.25
2.36

.0891+

10
12

9
8

10
12

39.5
1+1.Lf2

423
42.88

44
L+,1+2

4.8
5.37

4.
4.96

9.95
7.+6

1.52
1.55

i.44
1.75

3.15
2.15

.1689

i.k 2.72 .53

2.84 2.6? 1.06

.60 3.24 .19



There are no significant differences in the mean

scores of the iris Li the IACT and. the Non-IMPACT groups in

English, Filipino, and Mathematics;

There are no significant differences in the mean scores

of the boys in the IMPACT and the NonINPACT groups in English,

Filipino and Mathematics.

Table XVI

Comparison of the Achievement Levels in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tests in English, Pilipino, and Mathematics of

the Second Year Secondary ThACT and NOn
IMPiCT Students Classified by Sex

65

N N SD rn r DM
x m

t
English .3848

Boys
IMPCT 87 tft'.1 9.19 .99 .75 1.29 .58
Non- IMiCT 72 t3 8 42 99

Girls
IMPACT 73 50,25 .82 1.15 3.16 1.36 2.32*
Non-IMPACT 74 47.09 3.o .93

Filipino .0963
Boys

IMFCT 87 ;1.66 10.82 1.16 2.78 1.71 1,62
Non-INPCT 72 'i8.88 10.76 1.27

Girls
IMPACT 73 10.38 1.22 4.2 1.66 2.53*
Non-IMPACT 74 51.62 9.83 1.15

Mathe matics
Boys

IMPACT 83 39 3.26 .36 1.39 1.06 1.31
Non-IMPACT 72 47 3.59 1.02

Girls
IMPACT 71 49. L5 11. 38 1.35 .01 1.62 .006
Non-IMPACT 74 L1. 44 8.15 .95

significant at .05 ** significant t .01



The comprijort of th mean icorcz of the second year

boys and ii'1m in I}iiPCT wit thU meau ccruc of the 3econd

year boym and gir1 in Non-I1PACT how that:

The Ii1PJCT gino have aignificantly higher mean

scoreo than the Non-IMPCT girls in English and ± Filipino,

but they have comparable rean score with the Non-II4PCT

girls in Math.

The second Tear IMPACT boys and the second year

Non-INECT boys have comparable mean scores in English,

Pilipino, and matheniatic;.

66



Table XVII

Comparison of the Achievement Levels in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tet in English, Pilipino, and Mathematics of

the Third Year Secondary IMPACT and NOn-
IMPACT Students Classified bY

Sex

DM. 6d
m

67

The coniparison of the mean &cores of the third year boys

and girls of IMPACT and of the third year boys and girls of NOn-

IMPACT in the Academic Achievement Tests in nglish, Pilipino,

and Mathematics ihow that:

N M SD 6m r
xy

English i68
Boyc

IMPACT 1+3 51.28 9.78 1.1+9
Non-IMPACT 14.4 1+7.62 10.63 1.6

Girls
IMPACT 65 s: 11.18 1.39
Non-IMPACT 65 ',L+5 11.76 1.1+6

Pilipino .2886
Boys

IMPACT 143 52.83 16.39 2.1+9
Non-IMPACT l4 4.09 13.3 2.0

Girls
IMPACT 65 58.68 11.0 1.37
NOIMPACT 65 56.28 10.82 1.35

Mathe matics .0519
Boys

IMPACT 43 48.25 16.72 2.55
Non-IMPACT 44 48.29 13.33 2.0

Girls
IMPACT 6 49.82 13.93 1.73
Non-IMPACT 65 1+9.48 14,72 1.83

1.55 1.98 .78

4,71+ 3,05 1.55

2.1+ i.84 1.30

.31+ 2.51 .14



The IMPACT boys and the Non-IMPACT boys have

comparable mean scores in English, Filipino, and Mathematics;

The IMP1CT girls arid the Non-IMPACT girls have

comparable mean scores in English, Filipino, ad Mathematics.

To summarize the comrrisOn data on achievement on

the ba8is of sex:

1, The ThPACT girls have significantly higho mean

score in one coniparioc out of three in Englih, in favor of

the second year IMPAC girls

2. The INPAC. irls have significantly higher mean

score in one compari' . out of three in Filipino, in favor of

the second year IMPACi. girlO

The INACT irlo have comparable mean scores with

the Non-IMPACT girls in all three comparisons in Mathematics;

+, Tho II'PACJ. boys have comparable mean scores with

the Non-IMPACT boys in all three comparisons in English;

5. The IMPACT boys have coriparable mean scores with

the Non-IMPACT boys in all three comparisons in Pilipino;

6, The ThPACT boys have comparable mean scores with

the Non-IMPACT boys in all three comparisons in Mathematics.

HypOthoOIo 4. re there diifcrential cognitive out-

comes depending on the age level of the IHPhCT and the Non-
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IMPACT students?

To come up with data to answer the research question,

the IM1ACT and the NonI1'.ACT students in the second, and

third years in the secondary level wore categorized into

three groups on the basiof age. The categories are:

Normal age (NA), Undorae (UA), and Overage (OA). The first

year INPCT and Non-Ih2ACT students are all overaed because

they dropped out-cfschoo1 in a year or two. So no comparison

is made for theni on the hais of age levels. The comparison

of the mean scores took into consideration the contingency

coefficient for age and achievement in English, Pilipino and

Math as indicated by the students' standard score in the

Academic Achievement Tot, The data are given in the

succeeding tables.



Table XVIII

Comparison of the Achievement Levels in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tet in English, P lipino, and Mathomatic of

the Second Year IMPACT od Non-IMPACT Stu-
dents Classified by Age Levels

N N SD m r DM
_________________ m

t

** significant at .01 level
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English
NA

.19

IMPACT 48 47.l3 7.3 1.05
Non-IMPACT 50 ky.68 8.7 1.23 .55 1.59 .34

UA
IMPACT 35 49.49 9.66 1.63 5.12 1.99 2.57*
Non-IMPACT 33 k+37 6.98 1.22

Oh
IMPACT 25 '+7.4 7.32 1.4'? 1.72 2.07 .83
Non-IMPACT 32 45.68 8.57 1.52

ilipino .29
NA

IMPACT '+8 sii 8.67 1.25 .15 1.89 .079
Non-IMPACT 50 52.96 10.78 1.53

IMPACT 3 54 10.43 1.76 4.21 2.91 1.44
Non-IMPACT 33 '+9.79 14.3 2.19

OA

IMPACT 25 55.92 8.8 1.72 8.47 2.26 374**
Non-IMPACT 32 '+7.45 9.23 1.63

Mathematics .27
NA

IMPACT 46 48.09 9.02 1.33
Non-IMPACT 50 50.13 9.69 1.37 2.04 1.83 1.11

UA
IMPACT 35 49.8 13.49 2.28 4.i3 2.52 1.63
Non-IMPACT 33 ks.6 7.4 1.29

OA

IMPACT 25 47.92 8.48 1.69
Non-IMPACT 32 48.08 9.58 1.69 .16 2.30 .07
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The comparison o± the mean scores of the age groups of

the second year ThPACT and of the corresponding age groups of

second year No-IMCT ohows that:

The Underage IMPACT group has a significantly higher

mean score than the Underage Non-IMPACT group, in Eng1ish

The Overage IMPACT group has a significantly higher

mean scOre than the Overage Non-IMPACT group in Pilipino but

the two corresponding age groups have comparable mean scores

in English and Mathematics;

The Normal Jtg IMPACT group has comparable mean

scores with the Normal ae Non-IMPACT group in English, Pilipino,

and Mathematics.



Table XIX

Comparison of the Achievement Levels in the Academic Achieve-
mont Toots in English, Pilipino, and Mathematics of

the Third Year Secondary IMPACT and Non-
IMPACT Studonts Classified

By Age Levels

N 14 SD DM Cd t

72

English .39
NA

IMPACT 1+0 1+9.13 8.78 1.39
Non-IMPACT 1+0 49.65 10.08 1.59 .52 i.9+ .27

UA
IMPACT 2+5 56.1+1+ 8.59 1,28 4.7 i.84 2.55*
Non-IMPACT 2+2 51.74 9.97 1.5k

CA

IMPACT 18 1+7.67 7.57 1.78 6.1 3.21+ i.88
Non-IMPACT 11+ 2+1.57 11.37 3,01+

ilipino .31
NA

IMPACT 1+0 54.18 10.67 1.69 f. 3 2.31 .01
Non-IMPACT 42 52,88 11.39 1.76

UA
IMPACT 2+5 59.18 10.75 1.6 6,3 2.26 2.78**
Nofl-IMPLCT +2 52.88 11.39 1.76

OA

IMPACT 18 52.95 11.23 2.65
Non- IMPCT ik 53.07 13.37 3.57 .12 4.22 .028

Mathematics .31
NA

IMPACT 1+0 44.28 16.67 2.64
Non-IMPACT

tJA

40 1+7.65 15.3 2.42 3,37 3,1+ .99

IMPACT 4 54.45 9.2 1,37 2.57 2.51+ ioi
Non-IMPACT 2+2 51.88 ik.8 2.29

OA
IMPACT 18 1+6,95 10.99 2.59 3.16 4.23 71
Non-IMPACT ik 43.79 13.57 3,63

* significant at .05 significant at .01



The comparison of the rican scoro of the three age

groups of third year IhiCT and of the Corresponding ago

groups of third year ion-iMCT shows that:

The Underage IM-ACT groups have significantly high-

er mean scores than the Underage Non-IMPACT groups in English

and Pilipino, but both groups have comparable moan scores in

Math;

The Overage IM.i-'ACT groups have comparable moan

scores with the Overage Non-IIWACT groups in all three areas;

3 The Normal go groups of IM2CT and Non-IMPACT

students have comparable moan scores in English, Pilipino and

Mathematics

To summarize the comparisono of achievement levels on

the basic of age levels:

The Underage IMPACT groups have significantly high-

er mean scores in the two coloarisons in English;

The Underage IMi-.CT groups have significantly high-

er mean score in the one comparison in ?ilipino;

. The Underage IMPACT groups have comparable moan

scores with the Tjnderage Non-IMPACT groups in all the three

comparisOns in I'iath;

If. The Normal Ago IMPACT groups have comparable moan

scores with the Normal Age Non-IMPACT groups in all the three
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subject areas in &iglish, i1ioiro and Ilath.

5. The Overage IuL'T groups hove comparable moan scores

with the Overage flon-ThiAUI roupc in all three comparisons in

English;

Ge The Overage IMPACT groups have significantly higher

mean score than the Overage n-ICi groups in one comparison

out of three in Filipio;

7, The Overage IMrAC1 groups have coniarable rican

scores with tho Overa: Ofl-INPi-OT groups in three comparisons

in Math.

liotis5 re there differential cognitive out-

comes depending on the nocloocononic status of the IM±CT and

Uie l\Ofl-INCJ studcnts'

The U'j tCT and the Won-LLACT students in the three

curriculum years in the secondary level were grouped into

three categories on the basis of their socioeconomic status.

Then the moan ccora of the corresponding 300i0000nomic status

groups of the IMPACT and the fan-IMPACT students wore com-

pared for differences, The comparison took into consideration

the contingency coefficient ror achievement and socioeconomic

status. The cateorics are Upper-Middle (UN), Lower-Middle

(LM), and Low (L). The data are presented in the succeeding

tables.



N N SD aTh r DM Th
m

t

Engi ish
LM11

ACT 3 k5 7.2 '+.i6

.

3.i'+ 5.02 .62
Non-IMPACT k i.86 7.23 3.62

L
IMPACT 10 6.36 2.02 .87 2,27 .38
Nn-IMPACT 9 42.78 LF.k9 i.ky

Filipino
LM -

IMPACT 3 Lf1,3Lf 8.22 i+,75 3.3k '.59 .72
Non-IMPACT k L+1 3.8 1.9

L
IMPACT 10 45.8k 7,1. 2.3tf
Non-IMPACT 9 49.23 9.16 3,05 3.39 3.k5 .98

Mathematics .23
LM

IMPACT 3 LL,3I 5.09 2.93
Non-IMPACT k 8.Lf Lf2 3.16 '+.98 .63

L
IMPACT 10 '+6.36 i.)ç 1.89
Non-IMPACT 9 +7,56 7.11 2.37 1,2 2.95 .4i

Table XX
75

Comparison of the Achievement Lovel in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tost in English, Pilipinio, and Mathsmatics of

the First Year Secondary IMPACT and Non-
IMPACT Studt Classified by

Socioeconomic Status

There are only two socioeconomic tatus categories for

the first year IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students. A comparison of

the mean scores of similar categories of the IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT groups how that the differences between the

categories in the three subject areas are all statistically

not significant.

However, the obtained statistics are not conclusive

considering the smallness of the sample.



Table XXI

Comparison of the Achtevemorit LoveJ. in the Acc.dciiiic Achieve-
ment o$ta in EnIith, FilIpino, and Mathematica of

the SOCO iid Year Secondary IMPeCT and Non-
IMPACT t3tudnts ClIi±ed by

Sociooccnomic St.tu

* ignificarit at .05

N M SD 3m r DM txy

76

English .32
UN

IMP4-CT 5 50.65 10.51 4.69 1.31 7.42 .17
NOfl-INPkCT 3 Lq,'+ 10.86 6.28

LM

INPCT 68 50.96 9.? 1.18 2,89 1.33 2.17*
Non-ILPCT 68 480q 6.42 .78

L
IF'LPACT 58 '+4.35 y.04 .93 .19 1.32 .ikNon-ICT (0 1*9,% .O2 1.04

Pilipino .28
UN

IMPACT 5 50.24 7.52 4.25 8.24 4,54 1.81
Non-IMPCT 3 '+2 3.63 2.09

LM

IMPACT 68 55.73 11.49 1.39 3.46 1.83 1.89
Non-IMPACT 68 52.29 10.81 1,31

L
IMPACT 58 50.35 10.48 1.38 1,63 1.83 .89
Non-IMPACT 60 49.22 10.19 1.32

Mathematics .25
UN

IMPACT 5 49,7 14.09 6,29 2.36 9.72 .24
Non-IMPACT 3 4y.34 13.54 7,83

LM
IMPACT 68 51.12 12.91 1.52 6.12 .24
Non-IMPACT 68 49.6 10.14 1.23

L
IMPACT 55 '+7.6 11.46 1.5
Non-IMPACT 60 '+7.65 8,0 1,03 .05 1.76 .02



The comparioonE3 of thc ooan scorc. of the ocond Year

IMPACT and the 1'ton-IMPCT ocioeco nomic status catogorioc

c3how that:

I r U M1pGT group ha3 comparable mean

scores with the [Jpper.-Niddi.o Non-IMPACT group in Englich,

Pilipino, and oth;

The Lowr-N:itdie iMP.CT group has significantly

higher mean ocores n English but net in

Math1 ?ittptta1

The Low LüCT group compares equally with the Non-

IMPhCT group in the noon scores in all the three ubjoct areas.
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Table XXII

Comparison of the Achievement Lovel in the Acadoiic Achieve-
ment Tooth in ng1ioh, Pilipino, and Mathematics of

the Third Year Secondary IMPACT and Non-
IMPACT Students Classified by

SOcioecoiiomic Statue

D óm r t

78

Eng1ih
UM

.45

IMPACT 1k 61 9.28 2.4S
Non-IMPACT 10 (2.1 8.32 2.6k 1.1 3.23 .34

IMPACT 41 33.1 11.3 1.7
Non-IMPCT 42 3.k 12.72 1.96 7.) zic;..ji .c_

L
IMPACT 56 9.25 9.25 1.2k 4.38 1.48 2.95*
Non-IMPACT 52 4.87 7.97 1.10

ilipino .37
UM

IMPACT ik 59.5 9.17 1.6 ).02 .52
Non-IMPACT 10 52.9 14.37 2.22

LM
IMP ACT 144 59,35 12.39 1.87 1.06 2.32 1+
Non- IMPACT 42 58.29 10.73 i.66

L
IMPACT 56 52.69 10.66 4.19 1.95 2.15
Non- IMPACT si 48. 11.11 i,54

Mathe matic .32
UM

IMPACT 14 55.07 14.22 3.8
Non-IMPACT 10 59.5 16.94 5.36 443 6.07 .72

LM
IMPACT 41 16.65 2.5 1.36 2.95 .46
Non-IMPACT 42 52.29 12.9 1.99

L
IMPACT 56 47.66 13.91 1.86 3.88 2.33 1.66
Non-IMP ACT 52 43.78 12.31 1.7

* significant at .05 ** significant at .01
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Comparisons of the moan scores of the third year IM1'iCT

and the Non-IMiACT sOCi0000flOmiC status categories show that:

The tipper Middle IMACT group has comparable mean

scores with the Non-IMPACT group in English, ilipino and Math;

The Lower Middle IMihCT group has comparable mean

scores with the Non-IMCT group in all the three subject areas;

The Low I1'ICT group has significantly higher mean

scores in English, and :ilipino.

To summarize the data on the comparison of the achieve-

ment levels of the INCT and the Non-IM'ACT groups on the

basis of socioeconomic status:

The Upper Middle IMACT groups compare equally with

the Upper Middle on-IM-iCT groups in three comparisons in

English, Pilipino and Math.

The Lower-Middle ThkACT groups have a significantly

higher moan score in one compar4son, out of three, in English.

The Lower-Middle IMACT group have a significantly

higher mean score in one comparison, out of three, in Filipino.

The Lower-Middle IMLACT groups have mean scores

which are statistically comparable with those of the Lower-

Middle Non-IMCT groups in all three coniarisons in

Mathematics.

The Low IM:T groups have a significantly higher

mean score in One COrnpt:iaOfl, out of three, in English;



The Low IiLCT groups have a significantly higher

mean score in one comparison, out of three, in iilipino.

The Low IMACT groups have comparable mean scores

in all three comparisons, in Mathematics.

ypothesis6. Do leavers from the IMACT program show

achievement levels significantly diferont from the achievement

of the leavers from the conventionaJ. programs?

To answer this r search queotion the IMACT loavers and

the NOn-IMPACT loavers io took the Academic Achievement

Tests in the Philippine .ducational Placement Tet were matched

On the basis Of their minc and standard deviations in the

Mental Ability Test whic.i they took before they left school in

February-March 1978. The leavers were further grouped on the

basic of the grade level completed before they left school.

Although some of the IM.ACT iavors had one or two years in

the secondary before they left school, they could not be

presented here for comparison for lack of counterpart among

the Non-fl4iACT leavers.

The succeeding tables present the comparison of the

achievement of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT leavors.
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**significant at 01

Table XXIII

Comparison of the Achievement Leve1 in the Acadon'ic Achieve-
ment Tests of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT Leavers

Who Completed Level V or Grade V

Achievement Data

81

English Pilipino Math

IM NI IM NI IM NI

M LfQ 39.78 ko,25 38.38 kl.63 3k.75

SD +9 14.36 5.1k +.71 397 51k3

m 1.73 1.5k 1.82 1.66 i.k 1.92

.23 .2k07 .25

DM .22 1.87 6.88

dm 2.25 2.39 2.30

t .09 .78 2.99**

frT Data

IMPACT Non- IMPACT

N 8 8

M ko, 125 37.25

SD 7.93 7.5k

m 2.8 267

DM 2.88

d
m

3.86

t .75



The data for the Lovel 5 D T &nd Grade 5 Non-IMACT

leavers show that the to roupo ore ututi$tically comparable

in terms of their iontal abil.ty score.

Th comparison 01 their ach:ovomont in the cadeniic

Achievement Tests shows that both rups are comparable in

English and in filipino, hut the IMiACT group achieved

significantly higher in Math than the Non-IMxICL leavers did.

The difference is significant at .01 level.

The comparison of the achievement level of the IMACT

and the Non-IH.ACT subjects who left school after completion

of Level VI or Grade VI is presented in the succeeding tab2.0
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Table XXIV

Comparison of the Achievement Levels in the Academic Achieve-
ment Tect of the flQACT and the Non-IMPACT Loavore

Who Completed Level VI or Grade VI

83

MAT Data

IMPACT Non-IMPACT

N

M

SD

DM

t

8

43.63
5.48

1.94

4.21

1,28

13

39.42

9.25

2.67

Achievement Data

if,nglih Pilipino Math

IM NI IM NI IM NI

M

SD

r

DM

t

40,3 39

11.46 13.9

4.ok 3.86

.23

1.3

5.43

.21+

1+1.4 31.5

15.8 15,1+2

5.58 4.28

.2407

9.9

6.82

i.k

10.43 10.62

2.06 3.48

.78 .971

.25

.19

1.20

.i6
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The Level VI IM..LCi loavoro nod the Grode VI No-IhPACT

leavors are also comparable in terrs of their mental ability

test scores. Both groups achieved equally in all the three

EsL'bjoct areas in the academic Chievemont Tetc so shown by

the t-ratios in the above table0

Othe3i5 7 ro there diCiorentinl cognitive outcomes

depending on the mental ability shown by the IN1ACT and the

Non-IMPCT leavrs?

No data could be given in answer to this hypothesis be-

cause the IMIACT arid the Non-IMACT loavers who took the

Academic Ichiovemont Tests all fall under the Average Mental

Ability Category. Therefore, no comparison of achievement

could be made on the basis of the 'ontal ability categories.

Hypothesis 8 Are there ifforontial cognitive outcomes

depending on the sex of the IMACT and the Non-IMACT leavors?

In order to provide the ans'iler to the question, the

Level V or Grade V and. the Level VI or Grade VI IMPACT and

Non-IMPACT loavors were combined so as to have adequate amp]e

on the basis of the sex categories.

The comparison of the outcorne are given in the

succeeding table.



Categorice N M SD r DM
x

Table XXV

Comparison of the Achievement Levels of the IMPACT
and the Non-IMPACT Leavers C1asificd by Sex

85

Engli$h
Boys

.3036

IMPACT 5 39.6 2.73 1.22 .1 3.25 .03
Non-IMPACT 2 39.5 k. 3.19

Gir l
IMPACT 11 42.73 5.69 1.72 3.73 1.9 1.96*
Non-IMPACT 18 39 1+.29 1.01

ii ip i no .3251
Boys

IMPACT 5 38.8 6,66 2.97 3.8 3.65 1,0L
Non-IMPACT 2 3.5 2.47

Girl
IMPACT 11 kLi.61+ 6.82 2.06 5.69 2.1 2.70**
Non-IMPACT 18 38.95 5.17 .83

Mathematics .5279
Boys

IMPACT 5 38.6 3.498 1.56 16.1 4.26 3,77**
Non-IMPACT 2 22.5 6.77 4.77

Girle
IMPACT 3,4 1.13 4,68 1.6 2.92**
Non-IMPACT 18 37.22 6.k 1.52

Ld .o * 5t&icoPt

The comparison of achievement lovel of the IMPACT and

the Non-IMPACT loavore Qhow that the IMPACT girls have

zignificantly higher mean coree in Engli8h, Pilipino and Math;

while the IMPACT boyc have igriificantly higher ioan Gcore in

Math; but both the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT boy6 have comparable

t
m



moan SCOreS in English and filipino.

The differences of the boys and the girls are all

significant at .01 level7
.' 4-oDOr a

rk j ii4nt at .06

Hypothesi9 Are there differential cognitive outcomes

depending on the socioeconomic status of tho IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT leavors?

No data could be presented in answer to this research

question because the flIACT ad the Non-IMPACT loavors who

took the Academic chiovemont Tests all fall under the low

socioeconomic status. Wherefore, no comparison can be made

on the basis of ho socioeconomic status categories.

To summarize the comparative cata on achievement of the

IMPACT and the Non-IMCT leavers:

The Level 5 INk'ACT loavero have significantly higher

mean score in Math than the NOfl-IN[LCT group do; but both

groups have comparable moan scores in English and Pilipino;

The Level 6 IMi.CT leavers have comparable mean

scores with the Grade 6 Non-JMPACT loavoro in all the three

subject areas;

The IMPACT boys have significantly higher mean score

in Math than the No-IMACT boys do, but they are equally com-

parable in English and Pilipino;

k. The IMPACT girls have significantly higher mean scores

in English, Pilipino and Math than the Non-IMPACT girls do;
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5. No comparison o± achievement could be done on the

basic of mental ability level and of their socioeconomic

status for the reason that the icavers from both group fall

under only one category for mental ability, and for socio-

economic status.

What do parents cay about their children's cognitive

learning in the IMkCT schools?

Here are the comments on pupil achievement obtained

from random interview of parents of IMFACT children in the

three Philippine sites:

"There is progress In the academic achievement of my

children who transferred from 1ooaurc Elementary School in

Tondo, Metro Manila. The written work of my children is

greatly improved."

"Prcject IMiACT improves the skills and enriches the

knowledge of the children. If the child has inborn talents,

he is very much improved in Project IMiACT."

"My children have learned much in IMPACT. When they

come home I hear them speak English. Even if their English

is not straight English, this is a sign that they are using

what they learn,"

"When my son Rnato came to the IMPACT school, he

could not read, but n w I'm thankful that he can read in

English and in 'ilii 0 and can be a good programmed teacher."
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"IM1ACT is better than the conventional system. Learn-

ing here is more advanced. My children arc well equipped

with skills and knowledge needed in later learning."

"I have observed that my Level 5 and Level I children

are much better than my children who have not studied in the

IMAGT school."

"My child in IMiACT is better than my children who

have studied in Manila. My Level I child can now road wol].

while the other two can't read well."

"My son, Wi1frdo is more advanced in his learning

compared to my other child studying in a traditional school."

"My son, Luciano can understand his lson faster

than his older brother who is not studying in IMCT."

"My child who is stidying in IMPACT is better than

my other child who is not otudying in IMPACT. He can read

faster and better than his brother who is not studying in

IMPACT."

These parents have pointed out that cognitive learning

for their children in IMPACT has been more Dronounced than for

their other children who did not have the chance to study

in the IMACT school. In particuLar, they pointed out

better literacy skills as shown by their ability to speak,

to read, and to understand what they read. However, some

parents though realizing the tangible positive effects of



the new system on the acquisition of the literacy ki1ls

still would want them to learn not from the rrodules or from

programmed teachers but directly from the professional

teachers, as shown by the following quotes:

"I don't like that programmed teachers will teach my

child because it ha a very great difference than the real

teachers."

"My child who .s studying in INPCT has learned from

his modules but hi ' ogress is slow because the module

cannot talk. It is t ue that the module is good but it is

good to have a teacho to explain the lecon. There are

children who cannot :uarn if they cannot hear the explanation

of the ieccon."

"My daughter who is studying in IMPACT has learned

many things. But her progress is slq because the moduleB,

especially in Socia. Studies and i1ath are very difficult."

"My child in IMPACT sometinec finds difficulty in the

module. He cannct solve the problems that need two or

three steps becase he cannot understand the module. He

can understand this if the teacher will explain to him."

These parents still cling to the old thinking that

children learn better only from professional teachers who

decide what these children should learn, when, and how they

should learn such things.
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Lucita, who used to serve as IS Aide in one of the

Learning Centers in Naga enrolled horelf in the first year

of the secondary level in 1979. At the end of the school

year 1979-1980 ch took the placement exam administered by

representatives of the Ministry of Education arid Culture.

Her score in the exam showed that she was qualific for

college level. When asked how ho did it she replied that

her having to read the modules in her role as IS Aide had

really helped her in the tcst anJ in her lossoni in the

secondary level.

This chapter h s presented the cognitive outcomes of

the IMPACT learning system which show that:

In general, the IMPACT students and leavers per-

formed equally with, if not better than, their counterpart

in the Non-IMPACT tudont in the Academic Achievement Tests

in English, Pilipino, and Math, and in their classes as shown

by their teacher-grades;

In particular,, the data show that for these apecific

groups

The IMPACT students achieved significantly

higher mean scores in English and iDilipino, and they

achieved equally with the Non-IMPACT groups in Math;

Among the third year secondary students, th

low mental ability groups achieved significantly
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higher mean scores than their counterpart among the

Non-IMiCT students in English and ?i].ipino;

C. In three comparisons out of nine, the Under-

age fl4ACT students obtained significantly higher

moan scores than their Underage counterpart, in

English and .?ilipino.

d. In two c)mparicons out of nine, the Low

SocioeconomiC rou obtained significantly higher mean

score' in Englh and Math than the Non-IMPACT students

of the same .. ioeconomic status;

0. In ye comparisons out of twelve, the IMPACT

leavers obtairid significantly higher mean scores in

Math, English, and ?i].ipino;

3. Parents who wore interviewed pointed out that their

children who studied in the IMA'ACT schools achieved better literacy

ski1l than thor other children who studied in the conven-

tional schools.

This particular group of findings tends to put some

basic features of the ThWACT learning management system in

better light:

1. That the IMPACT modules which have been written

and produced by writers whose training and experience was

that of classroom teachers, have served to deliver the

ObjeCtives of elementary education as much as do the pro-



feseional teachers, who otarid hefrre their class to teach

daily;

That the learning modes such asprogrammed teaching

by elder pupils and peer learning among elder pupils have

been as effective as classroom instruction by professional

teachers;

That the negative concern of some educators and

parents about IMiDACT*s langua e program is not supported by

the findings of the study;

k. That the teacher-pupil ratio of approximately 100

pupils to one profos:Lonally trained teacher does not mili-

tate against learner achievement.

Considering previous findings that the IMPJCT system

costs 50% le thai the conventional system to operate, and

these present findings on the performance of the IMPACT

graduates cnd loavers, it is safe to say that IMPACT is

effective as the conventional system, if not better than;

but is more economical than the conventional system.

Further refinement of the IMPACT modules particularly

in terms of the strategies and the vocabulary levels used,

and of the learning modes to emphasize more peer group

learning, will result in much better cognitive perfornance

of the learners.
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CTR III

THE 1 UN-C OG1 I TIVE (AJTC t.)MES

"The chief contribution of experimental programs is
not so much higher academic achievement as it is the
development of desirable attitudes - the affective aspect
of education that is largely neglected by conventional
programs.1

Does the IMPACT learning system result in increaod

non-cognitive learning?

One of the teacher-advisers gave this comment on the

IMPACT student in hr class: "She explains her side when her

attention is called." This comment implies that contrary to

the culture's normative behavior pattern for children who must

listen when criticized but who must never say anything in

their defense, this particular student speaks out to explain

her side.

Another teacher said of her IMPACT graduate, "She ha

shown good leadership, she knows how to handle her class-

mates."

An employee, when asked what characteristics of his

worker he liked bet, gave the foUowing comment: "He is

conscientious in his work, diligent and alert. That is why

I like him."

1Henry Clay Lindgren, Educational Psychology in th
Classroom. 5th edition (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1976), p. 292.
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Still another teacher commented that the IMPACT

graduates in her science class excelled the others. She

said, "They do not like to copy the notes from the blackboard,

they want to perform the experiment and obervo what happens

in the prOcess."

Parents say that their children have achieved lf-

confidence.

"When ny children were studying in Manila, they had

inferiority com3lex, but now that they are in IMPACT school

they're active uid have no stage fright. I am really amazed

with the programmed teacher who can make children learn."

"My childrer. learned to become good teachers and know

how to face people.'

"Programmed taching has made my daughter more con-

fident and less shy.'

Parents point cut the development of independent

study habits as one point in favor of IMPACT learning system.

"My daughter, Carmelina, is interested to study her

lessonS and will not wait fur me to tell her to study."

"IMPACT's way of learning is good. Children learn to

study by themselvo."

"IMPACT makes my child more responsible. She studies

her lessons without being told to do so."

When Florenc6 was asked whether she did not fee].
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uneasy during her first days in secondary school, considering

that she was younger than most of them because she finished

the elementary cycle in only five years instead of six

years, she replied, "No, even if I am the smallest and the

youngest, my classmates who are older and bigger than I am

ask me to help them answer questions." When asked if she

did not feel annoyed at having to help her classmates find

the answers to their assignments, she immediately said, "No,

I am used to being the programmed teacher and I like helping

them."

Marcial, one of the IM'ACT graduates studying in the

secondary level said that he was very much amazed to find out

that some of his classmates who wore much older than he was,

did not know how to read and they asked him to help thorn.

Theo above comments from teachers, parents and

tudent confirm the conclusions arrived at by this researcher

after a series of observations of the IMACT graduates in

classroom or school settings. These conclusions refer to

the non-cognitive effects of the ThACT learning system on

the personality of the learners. These are the acquisition

of self-confidence and the development of leadership quali-

ties.

I Self-confidence.

The IMPACT graduates who are in the secondary schools



carry themselves about their daily tak with a happy

countenance, and they are usually among the first to raise

hands to volunteer suggestions or their services on what

may be done. They are not "afraid" to speak out in instances

that require one to do so, they seem "outspoken" or rather

"forward" in the context of cultural norms.

2. Leadership.

IMPACT graduates like Merofe, Gerry, arid Mimic easily

gain the spontaneous recognition as leaders by their class-

mates, and they do not brag about their ability. They take

on the tacit assignment of responsibility as a matter of

fact. They offer suggestions or directions on how an activity

may best be carried out Very spontarously, too and they do

not appear to be imposing on their classmates.

This study has al ceme up with quantitative data

on the non-cognitive outcomes of the IMPe&T learning system.

The data concern the self-concept and the attitudes of the

IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students and school leavers as

indicated by their responses to self-concept and attitude

queotionnaire.

But before prosentin the data relative to the research

questions on the non-cognitive outcon2ea, a discueion of the

96
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reliability and vol idity checkc for the instruments used is

considered necessary. The responses obtained from the research

sample were given values of 1 and 0; the expected response was

given a value of 1, and all other responses were given zero

val us.

An item analysis was made for each item in the scales of

the two instruments in order to come up with the mean, the

standard deviation, and the item-to-scale correlation coefficient

of every item, and the mean, the standard deviation and the

internal consistency coefficiont of the scales.2 Furthermore,

the items in the questionnaires were submitted to six judges

to determine the content validity of the items in the Scale.3

The judges wore told about the scales and their meanings and

they were asked to classify the items under the different

scale s.

2Sincore thanks and appreciation goes to Dr. Dali S.
Naga of IKi' Rawariangun, Jakarta Timur who generously gave the
program for the calculations on a micro computer.

3The judges wore Miss Warkitri from Universiti Nigeri
Surakarta, Indonesia; Mrs. Ana Suparno from BP7K of the Mini-
stry of Education in Jakarta; Dr. Nonglak Wira'chai of the
Graduate School of Srinakharinwirot University in Thailand;
Mrs. Ofelia Veniegas of SEAJV1EC INNOTECH, Quezon City; Mrs.
Losmos Avena, District Supervisor of Sapang Palay, San Jose
cel Monte Bulacan; and Mohd Hashii bin Mohd Salleh of Project
INSPIRE in Ponang, Malaysia.



The Components of the Self-Concept Questionnaire

Scale A: Physical Presentation

Indicators No. of Items

physical appearance I

energy i

voice I

voice volune of peech I

attention span I

posture

Scale 13: Interaction With Environment

Indicators No. of

proper use of learning materials 2

ability to finish any assigrd tasks well 2

obedience to rules and regulations I

enc of responsibility for the cleanliness
of hi school I

pride in One's work I

willingness to try now ways of doing things I

Scale C: Interaction With Peers

Indicators No, of Items

getting alO.ng with classmates 3

doing one's share in class 2

respect for differences with others I

98



Scale D: Interaction. Witi icachers

Indicators No.of Item

absence of fear ol' teacher 2

active participation in class discussion I

willingness to do things for the teacher 2

1f, ability to understand the teacher's
explanation or direCtions 2

ability to finish work with minimum.
assistance from the teacher I

respect for teachers I

teacher's attitude towards the pupil/student I

The Components of the Attitude Questionnaire

Scale Willingness to perform roles in the social,

moral and economic development of the group(s)

where the indlVidual belongs.

Indicators No. of Item

Accepts that laws and regulations
contribute to group/community order 3

Decides to take an active role in the
introduction of innovation that con-
tributes to nationol development 3

Helps others in group rk as well as in
carrying out their individu& tasks 3

k, Accepts systematic ways of plauing and
solving problems as a necessary support
to economic development 3

99
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Scale B: Willingness to perform manipulative work and

similar reconnibjlitios at home and in the

community.

Indicatorc No. of Ite

Shows desire to perform one's task well 3

Shows willingness to cooperate with others
in their tasks 3

Scale C: Judges morci issues, social and

economic po ic1c and practices in

terms of puLWic welfare.

indicators No, of Items

1 Believes that people live in harmony
and peace because of interdependence 3

2. Believes that the ?hilippines is an
equal of other nations/countries 2

Accepts that government axi5t to

regulate people's activities 3

k. Recognizes that people's values about
population affect economic development 3

5. Realizes that economic development is
affected by several factors, such as
technology 3

Scale D: Ianifests a poSitive attitude t0 rk independently.

Indicators No. of Items

1. Believes that the individual should
be ready to perform varied roles in
the family or in the group 5
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Indicato No. of Items

2. Shows desire to perform any task to
the best of one's abilty 3

3 Shows initiative to ork independently 5

The scales for the self-concept questionnaire were

adapted from Echard's Self-Report for the Measurement of Self-

Concept in Educational Setting but the indicators were based

on the non-cognitive aspects that the IMPACT learning system

has aimed to achieve in the learners. Meanwhile, the scales

for the attitude questionnaire ha been prepared by the

SOIJTELE group of the Ministry of Education and Culti'c as the

table of specifications for the Attitude Inventory portion of

the SOUTELE Tests. But the items were constructed by the

researcher specifically for the use in this follow-up study.
For the vsJ.idity check, the item is considered valid if

at least two (2) of the judges assigned it to it3 proper places.

For the reliability check, an item is good if it has an item

to scale correlation of .30, an internal consistency coefficient

of .60 and no choice has more than 85% of the respondents
14taking it.

The results of the validity and reliability CheckS of

Bibliography.

14This is based n tile lecture of Dr. William Cummings
who conducted the two.- 'Aeek Seminar on Measuring Non-Cognitive
Aspects of Educational Processes onsored by IDRC in Singoro
from August 31-SeptenThQr 11, 1981.



the instrunients are presented in Tables XXVI and XXVII.

Thble XXVI

Data on the Validity and Reliability of the Self-
Concep t-Que stionnaire
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Scale and
Item No. M. D. r.

1 1
p.

1
V N M SD rs tt

Scale A. Physical?r'eitution 203 2.66 1.25.3039

I .428 .1+9 .L66 .43 6

2 .1+i6 .463 .4i 1+

3 .729 .1+22 .73 5
1+ .532 498 .398 5Lf 5
5 .231 Lf2 .40 .23 6
6 .328 .469 .482 .33 6

Scale B. Interaction tlith Envjronvnent 203 5.11+7 1.89 .60

1 .80 .393 .527 .8i 6
2 .66 .578 .66 6

3 591+ .1+6 .566 .69 5
1+ .51 .75 6

5 .574 ,L+94 .559 .58 6
6 .1+58 .1+98 .1+21+ .1+6 6
7 .768 .42 .545 .77
8 .1+28 .1+91+ .39 .43 6

Scüle C. Interaction With Peers 203 2.98 1.1+7 .1+0

1 .413 .492 .418 .4i 6
2 .566 .495 .545 .5? 6
3 .669 .1+70 .534 .67 6

1+ .389 .487 .358 .39 6
.46 .1+97 .635 .4 5

6 .+13 .1+92 501+ .ki

Scale D. Interaction With Teachers 203 .'48i 1.86 .1+8

1 .541 .498 .381 .51+ 6
2 .313 .461+ .29 .32 6

3 .443 .1+96 .293 .44 s
1+ 51+4 .1+98 .1+65 .55 6

5 .527 '1+99 .448 .53 6
6 .399 .1+89 .1+26 .1+0 6

7 .482 .499 .469 .48 1+

8 .812 .39 .358 .81 6

9 .51+i .'-98 .i1+ .4 1+

10 ,206 .1+05 .254 .21 1+
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M. mean for item

SD1 standard deviation for item

r. item-to-scale correlation coefficient

mean of scale

standard deviation of scale
S

rtt internal consistency coff1c1ent obtained through
ICudor-Richardeon formula 2O

V = nwvber of ude assigrtin tL iti tc te right icale

P1 proportion passing an itei"

The results of the data for the Self-Concept Questionnaire

showed high item-to-scale correlation exceeding the niark of .30

except for Items 2, 3 and 10 of Scale D. These items are:

I AM AFRAID TO TALK TO MY TEACHPS ABOUT MY LESSONS AND

THINGS IN SCHOOL.

The pe-te.ta. for this item e +6 for 0 value and

for the I values

I SELD0 .fSK çcJESTION3 URI OUR 1IbCUSSION WITh THE

TEACHER.

The So- the 0 and the i values 68 ad

32 , respectively.

I THINK MY TEACHERS LIKE ME.

The eYcefrtae-5 c'Y- 79 for 0 value and 21 for the

I value.

The internal coi1tency coefficients for Scale A, Scale
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0, and Scale D do no reach the criterion of .60.

The iteo were corr3ctly classified by niost of the judges,

the lowest being three (3) judges out of six.
10L)

In spite of ther's the items were retained because of the

validity indicators and the ability to discriminate wnong the

respondents; not one of the items got more than 85% of the

respondents choosing each item.



Table XXVII

Data on the Validity and Reliability of the Attitude
Que$tionnaire
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Scale and
ItolliG

M. SD.
1

r.
1

P.
1

V M
C

SD r
tt

Scale A 203 6.8 2.21 .49

2 .63 .48 .323 .63 6

3 .386 .487 .437 .39 5
1 .744 .436 .28 .76 3
5 .357 .1+79 .40 .36 5
6 .696 .459 .468 .77 3

10 .738 .439 .467 .74 2
ii .446 .497 .578 ,4 2
12 .619 k8 .368 .62 3
13 .303 .459 .173 .31 2
16 .642 .1+79 .1+81+ .61+ 2
17 .755 .429 .291+ .76 3
18 .398 .489 .365 .39 3

Scale B 203 3.91 1.69 .61

1 .505 .499 .632 .51 3
7 .547 .497 .639 .55 4
8 .726 .44 .594 .73 1+

9 .595 .490 .563 .60 5
ik .690 .462 .514 .69 1

15 .845 .361.567 .81+ 3

Scale C 203 6.81 2.51 .51

19 ,+85 .1+99 .26 .49 6
20 .183 .387 .107 .19 5
21 .609 .487 .429 .61 4
22 .508 .499 .484 .51 5
23 .431 ,1+95 .377 .41+ 3
27 .568 .495 .457 .57 4
28 .372 .483 .296 .37 5
29 .609 .487 .395 .61 4
30 .556 .496 .397 .56 5
31 .1+85 .499 .356 .1+9 5
35 .591 .491 .'+74 59 3
36 .485 .499 .374 .1+9 5
37 .573 .491+ .1+35 .57 6
38 .331 .470 .31+3 .33 1+

Scale D 203 6.1? 2.296 .444

24 .517 .1+99 .228 .52 3
25 .378 .485 .434 .38 4
26 ,355 .1+78 .287 .36 5
32 .556 .496 .378 .6 3
33 .473 .499 .335 1+7 4
34 .325 .468 .215 .33 3
39 p1+37 .496 .269 .44. 3
40 .715 .4o .478 .72 4
ki .426 .491+ .315 .1+3 3
42 402 .490 .421 .1+0 3
43 .443 .+96 .31+2 .44
1+1+ .591 .+91 .461 .59 3
15 .538 .498 .1+93 .k 1



Scale A: Willingnow to perforn roles in the social,

rioral anc occnonhic development of the group.

Scale B: Wi1lingnes to perform "anipulative work and

similar responsibilities at home and in the

community.

Scale C: Judges voral issues, social and economic

policies and practices in terms of public

welfare.

Scale D: Positive Attitude to Work Independently.

moan of item
1

sD = standard deviation of item

r1 ±tem-to-cale correlation coefficient

N = mean of scale
S

SD = standard deviation of scale
S

rtt = internal conistoncy coefficient obtained through
the Kuderjchardson formula 20.

= proportion passing the item

V = number of judges assigning the item to the scale
correctly

The item-to-scale coefficients of correlation are mostly

above the criteria of .30 except for Itenis.1, 13, and 17 of

Scale A; Itemo 19, 20, and 28 of Scale C; Items 24, 26, and 3,
of Scale D. These It o are:
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Item +: You ar riding in a passenger jeopney. Tho
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driver turns on the radio or the cassette

player as the jeepney is in n'otion. You know

that there is a law that prohibits playing the

radio or the cassotto player while the Vehicle

is in n'otion. What would you do?

Do not 'iind it; it is none of your business.

Report the driver to the authorities.

Tell your neighbors and parents about it,

Percentage of Frequencies: I = 76% 0 2Lf%

Itey, 13: You have planted tonatoes and onions in your

backyard. Bt your plants are not holthy. What

would yo do?

a, Pull tho'' and throw thot away,

h. Put 5Qni horse anuro into the soil.

Ask your garden teacher why your plants are

not healthy.

Percentage of Frequencies: I = 6L.% 0 = 36%

Iten 17: You arc 5oated in a passenger jeepney. You see

an old wornaxi carrying a big basket full of

bananas. She clirnbs up the joepney with great

difficulty. what would you do?

a, Ask the driver to help the old ian.

Pity the old wonian

Ge up and help the old wonian with her basket.



Table XXIX

Correlation 1atrix for the Attitude Scales

At df 201 the tcined r's are all significant at .01
baced on the tabled v ue o± coefficient of correlation.

pothosis 10: Do tudente who participated in the D4PACT

prograw show self-concepts significantly different froni the self-

concept of tho students who participated in conventional prograio?

The data 1' or the IMPACT and the Non-I!'ACT groups were

analyzed to obtain the critical ratios of the differ
ences between percentages of correct rospon8es for each itei'i, nd -hQ

fry Ponctiis d-o-4 ep-vor o he tjevei1ce6.. the

btwee.v e6 were t46ted -5ov 5e u6irlj
to the t-test for correlated means,e icorre1ation be-
tween tental ability test scores and the self-concept scores.
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Table XXX

Comparison of the Data 01! the Self-Concept Report of IMPACT
and Nori..IMPACT Students

Ill

Sca].e A Scale 13 Scale C Scale D Total

NI IM NI TM NI IM NI IN NI

1st Year; r .008
xy

N 17 22 17 22 17 22 17 22 .17 22

2.47 2.8 4,77 4.6 2.35 2.87 4.47 4,8 ik.88 14.96
SD 1.13 1.14 1.89 2.38 1.17 2.26 1.73 1.9 4.66 4.89

.28 .2k .46 .51 .28 .48 .42 .41 1.13 1.0k
DM .33 .17 .52 .33 .08
6d 37 '9 .56 .59 1.53

.89 .25 .93 .6 .05
CR 1 0 0 2 0
rtt ' .69

2nd Year: r = .23

N 161 86 161 86 161 86 161 86 161 86
N 2.8 2.54 4.8'+ k.8i 2.96 2,68 4.96 5.15 15.56 15.18
SD 1.2 i.36 1.82 i.64 1.31 1.27 1.79 2.13 4.48 k.k

.095 .1+7 .15 .19 .11 .14 .i4 .23 1.09 .95
DM .26 .03 .28 .19 .38
Cd .17 .24 .17 .26 1.41
t 1.53 .1. 1.65 .73 .27

CR 3 3 1 5 0

rtt .65 .74

3rd Year: r = .27

N 112 139 112 139 112 139 112 139 112 139
M.. 2.97 2.66 5.5 .kk 3.18 3.19 5.2 4.52 16.79 15.86
SD 1.26 i.i8 1.37 1.67 1.49 1.45 1.98 1.83 3.96 4.03

12 .10 .13 .14 .i4 .13 .19 .i6 .96 .86
DM .31 .06 .01 .68 .93

.15 .18 .18 .24 1.24
tm 2.06* .34 .05 2.83 .75

CR 1 2 0 4 0

.65 .64
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CR refers to the number of items which showed significant

critical ratios in the co1parison of percentages of IMPACT and

Non-IMPACT students obtaining the expecte' reonse.

The means of the INPACT and the Non-IMPACT students in

the first year, second year and third year secondary in the four

scales and in the over-all total were compared for significance

of difference using the t-test for
re.pre--''5

correlated groups) correlation between the learner's

scores in the mental s.ii1ity test and their scores in the self-

concept measures. The t-teste showed the following:

The moan differences in the four scales and in the

total scores for the fi nt year IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students

are not statistically significant.

The meafl differences in the four scales and in the

total scores of the second year IMPACT and Non-IMPACT secondary

students are not statistically significant.

The rnean difforence$ in Scales B and C and in the

total scores of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT third year students

are not statistically significant; however, the mean differences

for Scales A and D are r;tatistically significant at the .05 and

.01 levels, respectively, in favor of the IMPACT students.

The comparison of the percentages of the frequencies of

the IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students obtaining the expected

responses, either agreement in the case of positive statements,



IN 68 10.7

NI 29 9.9
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or dicagreement for negative ctatenionts, chow the following:

A. For the Fjrc Year Students.

One of the six itom in Scale A has a critical ratio

which is signifieant at the .05 level in favor of the IMPACT

group. This item is:

My voice is uuaily pleasant to hoar.

CR

IN k8 10.9

13.77 2.32
NI 16 8.kl

Two items in Sc1e 3) have critical ratios significant

at.,05 level and .01 level, respectively, all in favor of the

IMPACT students. These items are:

I usually undertnd when my teacher explains things

to me.

-p
p

CR

IN 76 9.3
1t.63 2.32

NI 11.33

can usually finish ty work without so iuch help

my teachers.

td CR

1+.58 2.67



IN 65 1439

NI 49 k.88

My posture rako me feel awkward.

6c CR

IN 39
6.0 3.0

NI 21 3.98

2. Three items in scale B have critical ratios signi-

ficant at .01 level, all in favor of IMPACT.

I use books and equiprient carefully.

IN 9k 2.19
k.k7 3.13

NI 80 3,9

6.56 2.+3

Ilk

B. For the Second Year Students.

1. Three itors in Scale A have critical ratios all

significant at .01, .05 and .01 levels, recpectively, in favor

of the IMPACT learners.

I try to speak clearly so that others Can understand

rio.

CR

89 2.88

5.19 3.08
NI 73 Lf,35

I usually ay attention to whatever I do.

CR
p



TM 87 3,09

NI 71 l.Lf2
5.39 2.96

I do not usually return books and materials

to their proper places.

i CR

IN 77 3.88
6.16 2.75

NI 60 k.78

3. One iter' in Scale C has a critical ratio significant

at .01 level, in favor o' the IQACT group.

I always try to do my snare of rk in class.

p CR

IN 75 3.98
6.27 3.19

NI 55 4.85

1+. Two items in Scale D have significant critical

ratios, at .05 level, in favor of the Non-INPACT group.

I seldom ask que3tions during discussion.

CR

IN 21+ 3.93
6,ik 2.11

NI 37 k,71

I a not happy and relaxed when ry teachers ae

watching mc.

CR

IN 1+6 L5g
6.62 2.11

NI 60 4.78
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I obey rulee and regulations of ny school.

61) 6d CR
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5. Three iter's in Scale D have statistically significant

critical ratios at .05 level in favor of the I!ACT group.

I like to do things that r'y teacher telic me to do.

CR

IM 73
6.29 2.06

NI 60

I do not like to volunteer to do things for my

to ache r.

6j) CR

IM 59 4.52
6.+3 2.19

NI i5 Lf57

I respect m teacher6.

CR

IM 97 1.57
3,69

NI 82 3.75

C. For the Third 3ear Students,

One itev in Scale A has a statistically significant

critical ratio, at .05 level, iu favor of the IMPACT group.

I try to speak clearly so that others can understand

me.

5p CR

IM 90 2.98
507 1.97

NI 80 4.1

Two items in Scale B have critical ratios sign1-

ficant at .01 level, in favor of the flACT group.



I obey rulco and regulations of my cchool.

CR

IN 91 2.35

NI 73 Lf,55
5.37 3.35

I try to do my beet in my lessons and assignments.

CR

IN 96 1.95

NI 80

3. Four item in Scale D have critical ratios all

significant at .05 1ool in favor of the I1ACT group.

I usually rnderstand when my teacher explains

things to nc.

CR

IN 67 .68

NI 51 ,13

I cn.ueually inieh my work without so much hp

3.52

6.95 2.3
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from my teacher.

6p CR

IN 57 k193
7.02 2.56

NI 39 5,0

I respect my teacher.

p
CR

IN 97 1.69
3.74 24

NI 88 3.33



I do not like to volunteer to do things for my

teacher.

p dp CR

IM 56 '4,9k
7.07 2.12

NI '41 5.05

The internal consistency coefficient for the obtained

measures from both the IACT and the No-IA0T groups were

obtained.

The fir&t year IMPACT group has obtained a coefficient

of .79, and the Non-IIACT has .69.

The second year IU?A0T and N-IMPACT groups have

obtained coefficients of .65 and 7'4, respectively.

The third year LvT$C and Non-IACT groups have

obtained coefficient of .6 and .6k, respectively.

T summarize, there wore a few differences in the self-

concept measures of the IMPACT and the Non-flACT groups.

except for two instances, the differences were in favor of the

IMPACT groups.

Hypothesis 11. Do students who participated in the

IMPACT program show attitudes significantly different from the

attitudes of the students who participated in the conventional

pro grams?

As was done with the self-concept data, the obtained
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attitude n'eaures for the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT groups were

subjected to compariscn tatistica1 analysis, namely; the t-

test for correlated means, and the critical ratio test for

differences between percentages. The internal consi stency

coefficient for the obtained measures for the different groups

were also obtained.

The data are presented in the Table XXXI.



Table XXXI

Conparison of the Data Obtained fron the Attitude Question-
naire$ of the IMPhCT and the Nonfl4PACT Secondary

Queotionnajree
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Scale A Scale 3 Scale C Scale D Totalo

IM NI IM NI IM NI IM NI IM NI

1t Year: r = .1856xy

N 10 19 10 19 IC) 19 10 19 10 19
9 6.i6 .9 3.79 7.6 8.47 6.6 7.1 28.1 2.5

SD 1.67 2.2 1.5E 1.22 2.78 2.b 2.1 1.95 5.75 6.6
.53 .51 .50 .d8 .88 .59 .67 .k 1.82 1.52

2.8k 1.11 .87 .5 2.6
.72 .56 1.03 .79 2.13

t' 39k** 1.98* .84 .63 122
CR 4 3 1 1 0
rtt .76 .77

2nd Year: r = .1696xy

N 180 i46 180 146 i80 i46 180 i46 180 146
6.76 6.51 3.79 3.91 6.47 6.6 5.63 6.05 22.66 23.08
2.2 1.97 1.75 i.,k 2.5 2.67 2.37 2.21 6.78 6.1

.17 .15 .13 .12 .19 .21 .18 .17 .51 .48
DM .25 .12 .13 .42 .42

.22 .17 .28 .24 .70i.i4 .71 .46 1.75 .60
CR 1 0 1 C 0

rtt 9 .82
3rd Year: r .2635xy

N 133 113 133 113 133 113 133 113 133 113
M. 7.15 7.59 4,34 4,34 7.16 7.69 6.07 5.91 25.9 24.75
SD 2.15 2.19 1.56 1.69 2.7 2.78 2.5 2.57 6.96 6,57

.19 .19 .15 .lb .24 .26 .22 .24 .61 .62
DM .46 0 . .16 1.15

.25 .21 .34 .31 .83
tm i.84 0 i.6 .51 1.39

CR 2 0 2 4 0:

.75 .83
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The coiparison of tile mean scores for the four scales

and the total scores lathe attitude measures show th follow-

ing:

There are significant differences in the mean scores

of the first year IMPACT and Non-Il JIACT studerts in Scales A

and B which are significant at .01 level and .05 level, respec-

tively, in favor of the IMPACT group; but the mean differences

for Scales C and B and for the total scores are not statistic-

ally significant.

There are no significant differences in the mean

scores of the ocond year IMPACT and Non-IMPACT students in

Scales A to B and in tao total scores.

There are no s5.;niuicant differences in tile mean

scores of the third year L1PACT and Non-IMPACT students in

Scales A, B, C and B and in the total scores.

Trio comparison of tao obtained frequencies for the ex-

pected responses through the critical ratio test of the differ-

ences between percentages 5110w the following:

A. For the First Year Students.

1. Three items in Scal A have obtained critical

ratios significant at .01 level, in favor of the IMPACT group.

were the items under trio following indicators:

1. Acccpts that laws and regulations contribute



to group order: One item

% Cdp CR

IM 6k lk.k7
17.21 2.68

NI 18 9.31

Helps others in group work as well as in carrying out

their individual tasks: One item

6p p CR

IM 91 3.62
lk.72 3.39

NI +1 11.92

Accepts systematic ways of planning and solving

problems as necessary support to economic develop-

ui nt: One J touT

dp

Iii 6L1 lk.k7

NI 18 9.31
17.21 2.67

2. One item in bcalo A has a critical ratio which is

significant at .01 level, in favor o: tao Non-IMPACT group.

This item falls under the indicator Helps others in group work

as well as i carrying their individual tasks,

dp CR

m 46 15.02

NI 94 5.75
16.08 2.98
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3. Three items in Scale B have critical ratios signi-

ficant at .05 level, all in favor of the IMPACT group. These

were items for the following scale indicators:

Shows desire to perform one's tack well: 2 items

Item I 6d CR
p

IM 82 11.58
16.7 2.08

NI In ic:.

Item 2 CR
p

IM 82 11.58
16.75 2.08

NI 1+7 12.1

Snows willingness to cooperate with others: one

item

CR
p

IM 91 8.62
14.72 2.17

NI 59 11.92

+. One item in Scale C nas a critic. ratio significant

at .05 level in favor of the IXiPACT group. This item falls

under the indicator, reczes that economic deveopmet i

affected b several facts.

% 6p dd CR
p

64 14.47
17.79 2.24

NI 24 10.35

5. One Item under tao indicator shows initiative to

work independently in Scale D has a critical ratio significant



at .05 level, in favor of tic I1"I2AOT group.

'lvi 73 13.38

NI 30 13.81

B. For the Second Year Studey,t

One item for scale indicator decides to take an

active part in the int_ro4uction of innovation in Scale A nas

a critical ratio significant at .05 level in favor of tne ThPACT

group.

/0 Cp 6
p

CR

Ilvi '+3 3.?2
4.98 2.2

NI 32 3.32

One item for scae indicator realizes that economic

development is affected b several facto in Scale C tias a

critical ratio wlaich is significant at .01 level in favor of
the IMPACT group.

CR
p

IM 58

NI '+3 3.96

19.24 2.2+

CR

12k

5.56 2.69

C. For the Third Year Students

1. One item under tile scale indicator decides to take

an active 'art in trio introduction of innova ion in Scale A ha5

a critical ratio significant at .05 level in favor of tne IMPACT

group.



IN 81 3.57

NI 68 4.39
5.66 2.29

One item for scale indicator nelpe others in group

work as well as in carryiri. Out tuG individual tasks in Scale A

has a critical ratio cigniicant at .05 level in favor c' the

IMPACT group.

/0 Cd CR
p

IN 79 3.?

NI 67 40Lf3
5.77 2.08

One item for scale indicator believes that people can

live in narmon and eace because of interctendon in Scale C

nan a critical ratio significant at .05 level in favor of the
IMPACT group.

CR

CR

. One item for scole indicator realizes that economic

develomezt in affected :several factors, in Scale C has a
critical ratio which in significant at .05 level in favor of

the IMPACT group.

CR

IN 50 4.55
6.1+ 2.18

NI 36
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IN 69 4.2
5.35

NI 36 4.52
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The obtained internal consistency coefficients for tile

different It4PJCT and tn-c NO-ThPACT groups are tn-c following:

The first year ThLPACT and Non-IMPACT measures on

attitudes n-ave internal consistency coefficients of .76 ld .77,

respectiV ely.

The second year IMPACT and Non-IMPACT measures have

coefficients of .79 and .62, respectively.

The third year IMPACT and NonIMPACT attitude measures

have coefficients of .75 and .83, respectiVely.

In summary, the obtained meaSures show some differences in

attitudes shown by the IMPACT and the NonIMPACT graduates.

Only two of the instances for the significant differences are

in favor of the Non-IMPACT groups.

dypothcsic 12: Do the leavers from the IMPACT program show

self-concepts significantly different from the self-concepts

of leavers from the conventional programs?

Tn-c data obtained from the self-concept reports of the

fl4PACT and Non-IMPACT leavers were n-leo subjected to comparison

statistics and to internal consistency analysis. Tn-c results

are given in tn-c succeeding table.



Table XXXII

Con1parion of the Self-Concept Data of the
INPACT arid Non-INPACT Leavers
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The comparison of the means for the four scolos and for

the total Scores of the self-concept measures of the IMPACT and

the Non-IMPACT leavers snow that the differences between tile two

groups are not ststisticaliy significant.

The comparison of the percentage of frequencies of the

expected responses showed significant differences for -° items

in Scale A and in one item in Scale D in favor of the IMPACT

loavors. Tiese items are:

Scale A Scale B Scale C Scale D Total ccro3

IM NI IN NI IN NI IN NI IN NI

N 25 15 25 1 25 15 25 15 25 15

N 3.54 3.76 5. 5.86 4.4 66 .86 19.16 20

SD .5 .73 1.07 .63 .96 1.3 1.13 5.66 10.12

.1 .19 . .28 .13 .25 .26 .29 i.ik 2.67

DM .22 30 30 .20 .24

m . 2 29 .28 .39 2.88

t I 03 1q07 029

CR 2 0 0 I 0

rt .84 .42



My voice is ucivally pleasant to hear.

My posture makes me feel awkward.

I am not afraid to talk to my boss about my work.

The obtained cooffiCient of internal consistency are

.8k for the IMPACT loaver and .42 for the NonIMPACT leavors.

Therefore, tnero are a few differences in the self-concept

of the ThPACT and tao Non-LPACT leavors.

iiyothesis 13: loavers from the IMPACT program giVe

reasons for leaving schcol different from tflo reasons given by

the Non-IMPACT leavers?

When ück0d why they left school, the IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT leavers gave one or two reasons for leaving school.

Tne responses are presented in the succeeding table,
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Table XXXIX

Ioaccns 1 r Leav±ng School

II. School Related Factors

Lack of interest in studies

Low grades

III. Other Factors

Got married

I].]. health

22% 28.%

6.7% 3.5%

I 0o19.0/0

I 9% I 7%
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The IMPACT and the NonIMPAC'1 groups gave the same

reasons for leaving school. Both gave economic reasons as

the most common reason for leaving school. This coincido

with the finding that all the leaves who were contacted during

this study belonged to the Low SocioQconomic status.

A greater percontage of the ion-IMPACT students gave

lack of interest in c.udies as reason for leaving school.

Reasons IMPACT Non- IMPAC

I. Economic Reasons

1. Inability of parents to
support further schooling 37.8% 32%

2. Need to help parents in
their work i8.k% 19.5%

3. j'Teed to work and earn a
wage 7.8% 9%



ypOthCEJif3 1k: Do IMPACT loavers and the Non-IMPACT

leavers have different types of poet school experiences?

The data Cheets for the out-of-school subjects who

were contacted during the follow-up activities showed that

only 16 IMPACT leavers and 15 NOR-IMPACT leavers were employed

at the time of the survey.

The i6 IMPACT oubjects were composed of six girls and

ten boys; the 15 Non-TMPACT subjects were made up of seven

girls and eight boys.

When asked who er they had taken any job training all

of them gave the nego lye response.

In fact most ol the so-called "employed" out-of-school

youths especially among the Non-IMPACT groups are engaged in

small-farm activities nd in honebased cottage industries.

Here is a breakdown cf the nature of employment of the out-

of-school youth.

1. The Non-IMPACT Out-of-School Youth

Two boys (13.3%) work as jeepney conductors in

Lapu-lapu City;

Six boys (k) work on their parents' farms in the

hills of Naga.

C. The girls (+6,6%) are engaged in some kind of "take

home" contractual jobs such aQ crocheting gift items

or stringing shelic for souvenir items.
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2. The IMPACT Out-of-School Youth

One girl (6.25%) works as a nurse aide in a small

hospital in Cebu City.

Two girls (12.5%) work as house maids in a neighbor-

ing town.

C. Two girls (12.5%) worked at a shelicraft factory as

regular workers.

One girl (6.25%) is employed as storekeeper.

Two boys (12.5%) work as "helpers" in a construction

set up in Metro Manila, and another one works as

helper welder in Naga, Cebu.

Two other boys (12.5%) work in a sholicraft factory

while the other five boys (31.25%) hire themselves out

as farm hands.

The employed IMPACT and Non-IMPACT loavers were both

employed as common laborers at the time of the survey.

Hypothci 15: Do parents of students from the IMPACT

schools have positive perceptions of the IMPACT system in

terms of achievement, study habits, personality development

and self-discipline?

A total of twenty-seven parents of IMPACT pupils in

Naga, Lapu-lapu City and Sapang PaJ.ay were interviewed during

this study. Their coirnentc may be summarized into two

categories: those in iI'vor of the IMPACT learning system and



those against.

A. Comments in Favor of IMP1CT:

Parents have cited the following advantages that their

children have derived from having studied in the IMPACT school:

better literacy kill.

better affective results, in terms of the acquisi-

tion of leadership traits and of overcoming in-

feriority coiiplex and stLge fright.

more cogni iVe learning.

L10 independon study habits.

5. compltiori of elementary level in only five years

instead of six years.

B. Comments Against IMPACT:

The parentccomments against IMPACT may be summarized

thus:

Some parents do not believe that beginning child-

ren can learn from programmed teachers as much

aS they would from the teachers.

Some parents believe that there can be no better

substitute for a teacher; not even a good module.

Some iarents are worried about the seeming laxity

in discipline in the classroom.

Lf Tiie parents of the slow learners complain against
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the child's finishing the elementary cycle in more

than the standard 5ix years.

5. Some parents complain against the lack of children's

opportunity to acquire speaking skills because they

spend more time reading the modules.

The findin,s on the self-concept of the students and

the school leavers in favor of the IMPACT groups and the

observations made by parents, teachers and this researcher on

the personality traits of the IMPACT students and leavers

deserve explanation i the light of the IMPACT system.

In IMPACT, the basic group is the "family" which is

composed of children of all age levels and which emphasizes

sensitivity to the needs of the younger members of the family

by the elder ones and respect for the elder members by the

younger members of the group. In this set up, the interaction

of the children in their learning activities is more horizontal

than vertical as characterized by the pattern of interaction

between the professional teacher and the pupils in the con-

ventional program. Because of this horizontal interaction

which happens all through the day, the children begin to lose

the feeling of insecurity and sometimes of fear, which

characterizes adult-children interaction in an authoritarian

classroom setting, and then to gain the feeling of con-

fidence and ease. After some time of exposure to this more



democratic atmsphcre the child internalizes his feeling of

confidence in himself and therefore he appears very much at

eaSe.

Thus the teacher reports that the IMPACT learners

ppear active and alert, move about with eaSe and confidence,

and the parents remark that their children have overcome the

inferiority complex.

ThJ. feeling of confidence in himself makes the learner

able to speak well of himself as when he reports I usually

look nice in the clothes I wear., yvoice iQpleaSant to

hear. or to reason out with his teacher when his attention is

called., appears outspoken, not in keeping with the Filipino

society's normative behavior Which is characterized by not

talking back to elders when his attention is called, or not

saying good things of himself to others because it is bad

taste.

In this family grouping in IMPACT, the elders look

after the younger members by serving aS their programmed

teacher. He spends an hour a day in the service of the younger

members of his family and of the younger members of the other

families. At times when the elder member is absent anyone among

the younger ones steps forward to take the place of tho

programmed teacher. T1ii explains why the IMPACT graduate is

not bothered by his classmates in the secondary level who ak
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him/her to help them in their assignments. This explains why

the I!ACT graduate "knows how to handle his classmates in the

secondary level. This explains why the IMPACT graduate giveS

a self-report such as I et lon: well with most of m class-

mates. et along well with mZ-workero. I aiwa s try to

dO my share of work.

In IMPACT, the child's progress is decided upon by the

learner himself, not bT the teacher as is in the conventional

system. The child kn : that it doeS not pay to bluff his

way through the learni;g task because his progress to the next

task depends on his pe:'formance in the task post test. Thus

he develops a sense 0±' responsibility in his studies and no he

reports I ucuall finish whatever work is acsined to me., !

can ucuall finish in work without so much he].. from in teacher.

His employer reports that he i5 conscientious in his work,

diligent and alert. Thus he ha dev,loped independent study

habits and does not wait for his parents to to].]. him to study.

His teacher reports that he shows interest in learning.

Whether the IMPACT learner 1 doing programmed teaching

or peer learning, he knows he has to follow the steps for the

task; he knows there is no short-cut to get to the end soon.

He follows a pattern, a strategy that assures his mastery of

the task. This has developed in him the awareness of the need

to go by certain standards and so he reports Rules and
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ulationc are necessar for me to work well., I do my best

at work.,, luse tools and equipment careful1, and I usual1

return toolc and equipment to their_Lor places after use.

Learning in IMPACT is not confined to the module as

some critics claim. The modules direct the learners to go

out into the community and to utilize human, material, and

institutional resources that are available in order for him

to achieve his learning task. In this way ho gains

initiative and self-direction. So he reports I am not afraid

to try new ways of doing things. His employer reports that

he tries his be3t at new wa s of accolih his work and

he shows resourcefulness and creativity in group work.

In IMPACT, the learner does a lot of talking. He

talks a lot when he performs his programmed teaching func-

tions. He talks a lot with his peers as they discuss the

items in the module. He also listens a lot when he program-

teaches. He has to listen to the responses of hic pupils.

He has to listen to his peers as they discuss their lessons,

so his teacher in the secondary reports that clearl

for others to understand., and he himself reports that

understands when his teacher expins things to him, The

IMPACT graduates have been exposed to the two way communication

process, which enables them to use it to the advantage in

their further schooling.

A number of researches have shown direct relationship
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between self-concept and achievement. In this study, the

findings have pointed to the fact that IMPACT graduates have

shown better achievement arid more positive self-concept than

the Non-IMPACT graduates.

The findings relative to the attitude measures show

that the IMPACT graduates obtained attitude measures that were

statistically comparable to the attitude measures of the Non-

IMPACT graduates. In the IMPACT modulc, only a minimum of

affective domain has been achieved, However, the IMPACT

modules can still be revised by the writers who have by now

gained more insights into the value of the affective domain

in the development of the human personality.



CHIPTJR IV

SUMMARY OF FINDThG iND RJC0MMENDATIONS

I. SUMMARY CF FINDThGS ON C0GiITIVE OUTCOMES

pothesis 1: Do students who participated in the

IMPACT schools show achievement levels significantly differ-

ent from the achievement levels of tudentc who participated

in conventional programs?

Students' achievement wore shown by the students'

scores in the Academic A.chievement Test& of the Philippine

Educational Placement Toots which were administered in

December 1980; and by the studcnt' grades in English,

Pilipino and Math. The students were matched on the basis

of their scores in the ifiental ability test which they took

in February-March 1978.

The data on the results of the Academic Achievement

Toots showed that:

The mean differences in English., Pilipino, and Math of

the IMPACT and Non-IMPjCT students in the first year of

the secondary level, were not statistically significant.

Therefore, the first year ThPAC2 students did not show

achievement levels sinificant1 different from the

achievement leveL:: of the Non-IMPACT students, as far as

the results of t]: icademic Achievement Tests show.

The second year condary IMkCT students obtained
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significantly higher mean scores in English and Mathematics

than the Non-IMPACT students did, but they obtained a

statistically comparable mean score in Pilipino as the Non-

IMPACT group dict.

3. The third year secondary IMPACT students obtained signi-

ficantly higher mean scores in English and Pilipino than

the Non-IMPACT third year students did; but they compared

equally with the Non-IMPACT group in Mathematics.

The data on students' grades in English, Pilipino and

Mathematics show that:

The first year secondary IMPACT students showed statistic-

rod
ally comparable achievement4 with the Non-IMPACT first

year secondary students.

The second year secondary IMPACT students showed statis-
5 y'ôc

tically comparable achievementA with the Non-IMPACT second

year secondary students.

The third year secondary IMPACT students showed a signi-

ficantly higher achievementAin i'Iathematics than the Non-

IMPACT students, but they achieved comparable grades in

English and Pilipino.

Hypothesis 2: Are there differential cognitive out-

comeS depending on the mental ability shown by the IMPACT

and the Non-IMPACT LLudents?

There were n differential achievement outcomes



depending on the mental ability levels of trio IMPACT and the

Non-IMPACT students in the secondary level.

dypothosis 3: Are there different cognitive outcomes

depending on the ccx of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students?

The IMPACT girls had significantly higher mean scores in

two comparisons out of three in English.

The IMPACT girls hd significantly higner mean scores in

one comparison out of three in Pilipino.

The IMPACT girls re d comparable mean scores with the Non-

IMPACT girls in a] three comparisons in Mathematics.

k. The IMPACT boys had significantly higher mean scores in one

comparison out of three in English.

The IMPACT boys had significantly higher mean scores in One

comparison out of three in Pilipino.

The IMPACT boys had comparable moan scores with the Non-

IMPACT boys in two comparisons in Mathematics, but they had

a significantly higher mean score in one comparison.

1-fypothesis 1f: Are there differential cognitive outcomes
depending on the age level of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT

etude nts?

The Underage IMPACT group had significantly higher mean

scores in the two compariOons in English.

The Underage IMPACT group had significantly higher moan

iki
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scores in the two comparison in Pilipino.

3. The Underage IMPACT group had significantly higher mean

score in one comparison in Math.

Li. The Normal age IMPACT group had comparable mean scores

with the Normal age Non-IMP4LCT group in all the three

subject areas in English, Pilipino and Math.

The Overage IMPACT group had significantly higher mean

score than the crage Non-IMPACT group in one comparison

out of two in Eng: :ish.

The Overage IMPAU group had significantly higher mean

score than the ovragod Non-IMPACT group in Pilipino, and in

one comparison ou of two comparisons in Mathematics.

Hypothesis 5 Are there cii:'ferontial cognitive out-

comes depending on the socioecononiic status of the IMPACT and

the Non-IMPACT students?

The Upper-Middle BIPACT groups compared equally with the

Upper-Middle Non-IMPACT groups in two comparisons in

English.

The Upper-Middle ThPACT group had a significantly higher

mean score in one comparison in Pilipino.

The Upper-MidLie ThPACX group hac comparable moan scores

with the Tpper-Midc].o Non-IMPACT groups in Mathematics.

The Lower-Middle IMPACT group had a significantly higher

mean score in onc comparison, out of three, in English.
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The Lower-Middle IMPACT group had a significantly higher

mean score in one comparison, out of three, in Pilipino.

The Lower-Middle IMPACT group had mean scores which were

statistically comparable with those of the Lower-Middle

Non-IMPACT groups in all three comparisons in Mathematics.

The LOW IMPACT groups had a significantly higher mean

score in one comparison out of three in English.

The Low IMPACT group had a significantly higher mean score

in one comparison, out of three, in Pilipino.

The Low IMPACT group had a significantly higher mean score

in one comparison out of three in Mathematics.

Hypothois_6: Do leavers from the IMPACT program show

achievement levels significantly different from the achieve-

ment levels of the leavers from the conventional programs?

The achievement of the IMPACT loavers who left school after

completion of Level V i comparable with the achievement

of the Non-IMPACT leavers who left school after completion

of Grade V in English and Pilipino; but the IMPACT group

achieved a significantly higher mean in Math than the Non-

IMPACT leavers did.

The achievement of the IMPACT loavers who left school

after completion 'f Level VI is comparable with the achieve-

ment of the NonIL'LPACT leavers who left school after Grade

VI, in all threo subject areas.



Hytotheci 7: re there differential cognitive out-

comes depending on the mental ability shown by the IMPACT and

the Non-IMPACT loavers?

No data could be given in answer to the research ques-

tion because the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT leavers who took

the tests all fall under the average mental ability category.

Therefore, no comparison of achievement could be made on the

basis of mental ability.

Hypothesis 8: Are there differential cognitive out-

comes depending on th ex of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT

leaver s?

The IMPACT girls among the leavers have significantly

higher moan scores in nglish, Pilipino and Math.

The IMPACT boys among the loavers have significantly

higher.mean score in Math than the Non-IMPACT boys do;

but they have comparable mean scoreS in 1nglish and

P11 ip in0.

Hypothesis 9: Are there differential cognitive out-

comes depending on the socioeconomic tatu of the IMPACT and

the Non-IMPACT leavers?

No data could be presented in answer to this reoearch

question because the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT loavers who

took the Academic Achievement Tst all fall under the low



socioeconomic status. Thus, no comparison could be made.

II. Summary of trio Non-Cognitive Outcomes

Hypothesis 10: Do students wo participated in the IrIPACT

program show self-concepts significantly different from the

self-concepts of the students who participated in conventional

program?

In the comparison of moan scores of the scales for

the self-concept measures, two comparisons showed that the

differences between the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT third year

students were statistically significant, in favor of the IMPACT
students

In the comparison of the percentages of frequencies

of correct responses to the items in the questionnaire of the

IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT students, these differences were

noted:

The IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT first year students

differed significantly in three items, all in favor of
the IMPACT students.

The IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT second year students

differed significantly in twelve (12) items - ten items

in favor of the IMPACT group, and two in favor of the

Non-IMPACT group.

C. The IMiCT and the Non-IMPACT third year tudentc
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differed significantly in seven items, all in favor of

the IMPACT students.

dypothcis 11: Do students wtio participated in IMPACT

program show attitudes significantly different from tao

attitudes of tao students who participated in the conventional

programs?

In the comparison of the mean scores of the scales

in the attitude questionnaire only one comparison, that of the

first year secondary udents in Scale A, showed significant

difference between the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT groups. All

the other comparisons ohowed no significant differences in the

attitude measures of tue IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT group.

In the comparison of the percentages of the frequen-

cies of the correct responses to the items in the attitude

questionnaire of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT groups, the

following differences were noted:

The IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT first year students

differed significantly in nine (9) items - eight (8) in
favor of the IMPACT group, and one in favor of the Non-

IMPACT group.

The IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT second year students

differed significantly in two items, in favor of the

IMPACT group.

i+6
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c. Trio IMPACT and tne Non-IMPACT third year students

differed significantly in eight (8) items - seven items

in favor of the IMPACT group, and one item in favor of

the Non-IMPACT group.

Hypothesis 12: Do the loavers from the IMPACT program

chow self-concepts significantly different from the self-

concepts of leavers from trio conventional program?

The comparison of the mean scores in tile scales of

the self-concept questionnaire showed no significant differences

in the measures of trio IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT leavors.

The comparison of the percentage of the frequencies

of trio correct responses of the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT

loavers showed significant differences in three items, all in
favor of the IMPACT leavors.

Hypothesis 13: Do loavers from the IMPACT program give

reasons for leaving school different from the reasons given

by the Non-IMPACT leavers?

Both the IMPACT and the Non-IMPACT leavers gave similar

reasons for leaving school. The first group of reasons for

both groups are economic in nature. This ia accented by the
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fact that the leavors frcm both groups fall under the low

cocioecnomic status. Although both groups give lack of

in studies as one of the reasons, there were more Non-IMPACT

loavers who gave this reason.

Hypothesis 1k: Do IMPACT loavorc and the Non-IMPACT

leavers have different types of post school experiences?

The employed IMPACT and Non-IMPACT leavors were both

emplC)yed as common laborers either on the farm, in come

cottage industries, or in a small scale business enterprise.

Hypothesis 1: Do parents of students from the IMPACT

schools have positive perceptions of the IMPACT system in

terms cf achievement, study habits, personality development,

and self-discipline?

The parents who were interviewed for this study gave

both positive perceptions and some (i5agroements with some

components of the IMPACT learning system.

They were all appreciative o the improved literacy

skills of their children, the acaulsition of leadership traits

and the overcoming of inferiorjty complex, more cognitive

learning and. independent study habits. However, they ox-

pressed disagreements on the USC of elder pupils as programmed

teachers, and the use of modules to teach the learners.



III. CO1'CLUSIONS

The findings show that graduates of the IMPACT

schools are equipped with the needed knowledge, skills and

attitudes for further schooling, and that they compare equally

with the graduates of the conventional schools as shown by the

results of the different forms of evaluation on their per-

formance or achievement, their self-concept, and their

attitudes.

The IMPACT leavers compare equally with comparable

Non-IMPACT leavers in achievement, self-concept, and in the

nature of their post school experiences.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the findings of the study, the following

suggestions are offered:

The results of thio research must be widely disse-

minated in order to dispel the doubts of the different soctor

in the community on the efficiency of IMPACT learning system.

The IMPACT modules can still stand revisions for

refinement of the strategies, for the toning down of the

vocabulary level to ensure learner comprehension, and for

the inclusion of more affective-laden activities.

The IMPAOL learning management system can still

stand more refinement through micro-level resewch studies

conducted in the prc oct sites.
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PPEIDIX A

Republic 0± the Philippines
Ministry of Education and Culture

Central Visayas, Region VII

National Development Goals:

To achieve and maintain an accelerating rate of economic
development and social progress;

To assure the maximum participation of all the people in
the attainment and enjoyment of the benefits of such growth;

To strengthen national consciousness and promote desirable
cultural values in a changing world. (P.D. 6-A, 1972)

p1edec:

P - Peace and Order

L - Land Reform

E - Economic Development

D - Development of Moral Values Through Educational Reform

G - Government Reorganization

E - Employment and Manpower Development

S - Social Services

National Goals:

1. All Educational institutions shall be under the supervision
of and subject to regulation by the State. The State thall
establish and maintain a complete, adequate and integrated
system of education relevant to the goals of national
development.
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The study of the Constitution shall be part of the curricula
in all schools.

All educational institutions shall aim to inculcate love of
country, teach the duties of citizenship, and develop moral
character, personal discipline and scientific, technological
and vocational efficiency.

k. The state shall maintain a system of free public elementary
education and, in arear where finances permit, establish
and maintain a system of free public education at least up
to the secondary level.

3. At the option exprLised in writing by the parents or guardians,
and without cost tr them and the government, religion shall
be taught to their hildre or wards in public elementary
and high schools ar may be provided by law.

6. The State shall prcdde citizenship and vocational training
to adult citizens out-of-school youth. (P.D. Art. XV;
Sec. 8)

National E ucational:

Provide for a broad general education that will assist each
individual, in the peculiar ecology of his own society, to
(1) attain his potential as a human being; (2) enhance
the range and quality of individual and group participation
in the basic functions of society; and (3) acquire the
essential educational foundation for his development into
a productive and versatile citizen.

Train the nation's manpower in the middle level kill
required for national development.

Develop the high-level professions that will provide leader-
ship for the nation, advaiice knowledge through research,
and apply new knowledge for improving the quality of human
life; and

k. Respond effectively to changing needs and conditions of the
nation through a system of educational planning and
evaluation. (P.D. G-A, 1972)
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Minimum Learnine:

Po6itive attitudes, toward cooperation with the desire to
help one's family and fellowmen, toward work and community
and national development, and not least of all toward
continued learning and toward the development of ethical,
spiritual and moral values. Such attitudes should find
concrete expression in one1 daily behavior - in the family
and the community, work and in all learning environments.

Functional literacy and numeracy, sufficient Ci) to read
with comprehension a national newspaper or magazine, useful
agricultural, health, and other 'how-to-do-it" bulletins,
or ristruction sheets; (ii) to write a
legible letter to, for example, a friend or to a government
bureau requesting Tnformation; and (iii) to handle important
common computation - such as measurement of land and
buildings, calcuJ:tion of agricultural credit and rental
rates on land.

A scientific outlok and an elementary understanding of the
processes of riaturo in the particular area, as they pertain,
for example, to health and sanitation, to raising crops
and animals, to nutrition, food storage and preparation,
and to the environment and its protection.

Functional knowledge and skills for raising a family and
operating a household, including the essential elements of
protecting family health, family planning where appropriate,
good child care, nutrition and sanitation; cultural
activities and recreation; care of the injured and sick;
intelligent shopping and use of money; making clothes and
other consumption goods, house-repairs and environmental
improvements; growing and preserving food for family con-
sump tion.

o. Functional knowledge and kill for earning a living, includ-
ing not only the skills required for a particular local
occupation, but also a knowledge of a Variety of locally
useful common skills for agriculture and non-farm use.

f. Functional knowledge and skills for civic participation
including some knowledge of national and local history and
ideology, an understthding of one's society, awareness of
government structure and functions; taxes and public
expenditures; available social services; rights and
obligations of individual citizens; principles, aims and
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functioning of cooperatives and ci' local voluntary association.
(Adapted from Philip H. Coombo, New Paths to Learnin&. New
York: Internatibnal Council for Educational Development,
1973, pp. 13-17')

Objectives of Elementar' Education:

Inculcation of spiritual and ciVic values and the develop-
ment of a good Filipino based on an abiding faith in God
and genuine love of country.

Training of the young citizen in his rights, duties and
responsibilities in a democratic society for active par-
ticipation in a and productive home and com-
munity life;

Development of basa understandings about Philippine culture,
the desirable trad:L ions and virtues of our people as essen-
tial requisites in :ttaining national consciousness and
solidarity;

1, Teaching of basic health knowledge and the formation of
desirable health habits and practices;

Development of functional literacy in the vernacular, in
Pilipino and English as basic tools for further learning and

Acquisition of fundarrtontxl knowledge, attitudes, habits and
skills in SCienCe, social studies, mathematics, arts and work
education, and their intelligent application in appropriate
life situations.

This foregoing restatement of objectives for elementary
education is an implication of the pecfic Objectives of e-
montary Education promulgated by the Board of National Education
in 1957. Revised Elementary Education Program, 1970.
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STUDENT'S DATA SHEST

Please fill in each space with the information needed:

I. Name of Student: School:

Year/Grade:_._ ________Adviser:

Occupation of Father:

Occupation of Mother:

II.

III. Adviser's flanking of the Student in Class in Terms of Hic
Academic Performance: Please check the Category to which
this student belongs:

Outstanding :

Very Satisfactory: (

Satisfactory : (

Unsatisfactory : ( )
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IV. please indicate the frequency of each of the following
activities: If no data are available, please indicate the
cause or reason.

No. of timec student borrowed books/magazine from the
library since June 1980:
No. of absences from June to date:

3. No. of times he/she did not submit homework:

I SUBJECTS FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR THIRD YEAR

English

Pilipino

Sc CCO

lMath0matic5
Social Studies

Elective

Practical Arts

P.E./CAT/YCAP

)

)

)



Occupation of Father:

Occupation of Mother:

I. When did you leave school?

What grade level were you when you left school?

Are you working flow? Yes No

How many months have you been working?

Where do you work?

hero are reasons for baying .ichool. Please put a check (/)
before the item that refers to the reason why the student
left school. If the reason for leaving school i5 not one
of those, write it on the blank for others.

What were your roason for leaving school?

A. School related factors:

Low grades.

Lack of interest in tudioc.

No secondary school near residence.

+. Others (Specify)

B. Economic Problems:

1. Need to work and earn a wage.

Need to help parents in their work.

Inability of parents to support further schooling.

4. Others (Specify)_____

INT.RVIEW Ci1EDUL_FOR DROPOUTS

Name: Civil Status: Married
Single
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C. Other Factors:

1. Got married.

2. Ill health.

3. Others (Specify)

IV. Mass Media Exposure:

A. Does your family have:

comics Yos No

newspapers Yes No

magazines Yes No

government pamphlets Yes No

other reading materials Yes No

B. Do you road those materials? Yes No_____

C. How often do you read them?

D. Does the family own:

E. How often do you listen to the radio?

F. How often do you watch TV?

Often (Every day)

Regularly (Once or twice a week)

Rarely (once a month)
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Often (Every day)

Regularly (once or twice a week)

Rarely (once a month)

radio Yes No

tv Yes No

Often (Every day)

Regularly (once or twice a week)

Rarely (onco a month)



V. Training Experience:

Do you know of any job training programs that have

have been offered in this district in the last one

and a half (i) years?

Yes No

Were you able to attend it?

Yes No

Why or why not?

If yes, how long was the training period?

What kind of training did you have?

1 60



rmjj STUDENT' S SLF-RiPO.T QU STIONNA IRE

My dear Student:

Here is a short questionnaire for you to accomplish. It

contains statements and under each item are three choices of

Diagre and Not Sure. Read each statement carefully;

if you think that the statement is right for you, encircle

Agree; but if the statement is not right for you, encircle

Disagre. If you do not know whether the statement is right

for YOU Or not, encircle Not Sure. Remember there are no

right and wroflg answers.

For example:

I like to play in the rain.

Agree Disagree') Not Sure

I do not like to ride a jeopney with stereo music.

Agroo Disagree Not Sure

3, I like to eat ripe mangoes.

Agree Disagree (Not Sure)

BEGIN HER:

A. 1. I usually look nice in the clothes I wear.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

2. I am often too tired to do my leSsons.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I try to speak clearly so that others can understand me.

Agree Disagree Not urc

i, I usually pay attention to whatever I do.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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My voice i usually ploasont to hear. 162

Agree Disagree Not Sure

My posture makes me look awkward.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

B. 1. I use books arid equipment carefully.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I do not usuall, return, books and materials to their
proper places after use.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I always try to finich whatever work i assigned to me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

+. Rules and regulations are necessary for my choo1.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Cleanliness of the school's surrounding is not my
responsibility.

Agree Disagree Not 3ure

I am not proud of my work in school.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I try and do my best in my lessons and assignments.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I am not afraid to try new ways of doing things.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

C. 1. I got along well with most of my clausmatos.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

2. I always try to do my share of work in class.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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3. I do not like to help any of my classmates with his
work in school.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

L1., usually like to work alone better than to work with
my classmates.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I do not like to make friends with those whose religion
is different from mine.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually wa to strike my classmates who do not
respect me o- my things.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

D. 1. I am not afr ci to talk to my teachers about my lessons
and about thgs in school.

grcC Disagree Not Sure

I seldom ask tuestions during our dicucions with the
teach or.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I am not happy and relaxed when my teachers are watch-
ing me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

k. I like to do things that my teacher tells mc to do.

Agree Lisagree Not Sure

I usually understand when my teachers explain things
to me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I can usually finish my work without so much help from
my teachers.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I do not like to volunteer to do things for my teacher.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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I rebpect my teachers.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually understand the directions my teachers give
me in class.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I think my teachers like me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure



THE WORKER

Please read each statement0 If the stathment says the

right thing for you, encircle Agree; If the statement is not

right for you, encircle Disagree. If you do not know whether

the statement is right for you or not, encircle Not Sure.

For Example:

I like working in a big factory.

Agree (Disagree) Not Sure

I do not like to go home at once after my work.

(Agree) Disagree Not Sure

I enjoy working in a big city.

Agree Disagree (Not Sure

BEGIN HERE:

A. 1. I usu3lly look nice in the clothes I wear.

hgree Disagree Not Sure

I frequently do not have enough energy and strength
to do my work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I try to speak clearly so that others can understand me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually pay attention to whatever I am doing.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

My voice i3 usuelly pleasant to hear.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

My posture makes mo look awkward.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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B. 1. I use tools and equipment carefully.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I do riot usually return tools and equipment to their
proper places after USe.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I always try to finish whatever work is assigned to me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I. Rules and rep:ulations are necessary for me to work well.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Cleanliness f our place of work is not my responsibility.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I am not prod of my work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I try to do my best at work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I am not afraid to try new ways of doing my work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

C. 1. I get along well with most of my co-workers.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I always try to do my share of work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I do not like to help my co-workers with their own
share of work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

i. I usually like to work slone than to work with others.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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I do not like to make friends with those whose religion
is different from mine.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually want to strike those who do not respect me or
my things.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

D. 1. I am afraid to talk to my bose about my work.

igree Disagree Not Sure

I seldom a& questions about my work.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I am not hru; j and relaxed when my boss is watching me.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I like to do things that my boss tells me to do.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually understand when my boss/superior explains
things to ine

Agree Disagree Not Sure

6, I can usually finish my work without so much help from
my boss/superior.

gree Disagree Not Sure

7 I do not like to volunteer to do things for my boss.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I respect my boss/superior.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

I usually understand the direction that my boss gives
me.

Agree Disagreo Not Sure

I think my boss/superjêr likes me.

agree Disagree Not Sure



Th3LE U? PECIFIChTIUNS - TTITUINVEN TORY

ATTITU DS ITEMS NO. OF ITEMS

I. Manifests willingness to perform
roles in the social, moral and
economic development of the group(s)
where the individual belongs.

Accepts that laws and regulations
contribute to group/community
order +, 10, 18 3

Decides to take an active role
in the introduction of innova-
tion that contributes to
national development ii

, i6 3

Helps others in group work
as well as in carrying out
their individual tasks 2, 12, 17 3

1+. Accepts systematic ways of
planning and solving problems
as a necessary support to
economic development 3, 6, 13 3

II. Indicates willingness to perform
manipulative work and similar
responsibilities at home and in
the community.

Shows desire to perform one's
task well 7, 8, lLf 3

Shows willingness to cooperate
with others in their tasks 1, 9, 15 3

III. Judges moral issuec, social and
economic policieo and practices
in terms of publ c welfare.

1. Believes th people can live
in harmony L 11 peace because
of interdepc donce 19, 27, 35 3
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Belioves that the Philippines
is an equal of other nations/
countries 20, 28 2

Accepts that government exists
to regulate people's activities 21, 29, 36 3

Recognizes that people's Values
about population affect economic
development 22, 30, 37 3

5, Realizes that economic develop-
ment is affected by several
factors 23, 31, 38 3

IV. Manifests a Positive Attitude to
Work Independently.

Believes that the indivival
should be ready to perform
varied roles in the family
or in the group.

Shows desire to perform any
task to the best of one's
ability

Shows initiative to work
independently

1 6

24, 32, 39
42, 45 5

33, 1+0 3

31+, 1+1

43, 44 S



£TTITUDE UESTIONNkIRE

Test I. What Would You Do?

DIRECTIONS: We would like to know what you would do if you
wore in the situations given below. Read the
description of each situation and then choose
the one that tells what you would do and encircle
the letter of the answer that you ch000.

EXAMPLES;

The bell has 'ung for the class to end. You have not
finished OU; toot. What would you do?

a. Submit y. ir paper.
be Go on wr ;ing and just ignore the bell.

Ak you:. ;eacher to give you a few minutes more.

Your teacher gives you a spelling toot. You do not
know the cor:ct answers. What would you do?

Look at your coatmate's unowers and copy.
Write only w.at you can write correctly.
Open your notes to 't the correct answers.

BEGIN HERE:

1. The leader of the Kabatavng Barangay has invited all
KB members to ask for onationo for Operation Typhoon
V5ctimo on Saturdays and Sundays for two weeks. What
would you do?

Watch the other members at work.
Go out and do your share in olicit±ri, for donations.

C, Give your cugeotiono to the KB leader and then leave.

2. You are very busy trying to finish your project in Home
Economics because your teacher has already asked you to
subni,t it, Then une of iour classmates comes to you for
your help in her arithmetic homework. What would you do?

a, Tell her that you are sorry you cannot help her,
To].]. her that you will help her as soon as you
finish your project.

C. Toll hex' to ask someone to help her.
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3, your claso wants to put up a project for the com-
munity such as building a compost pit for the com-
munity to use. But you need money to build the
project. What would be the first thing you do?

a. Ask every member of the class to contribute
an amount.

b. Invite everyone in the class to discuss ways of
raising the money.

C. Approach the barangay leader and, ask him to give
you the money.

k. You are ridir in a passenger jeepney. The driver
turns on the radio or the cassette player as the
jeepney is ii motion. you know that there is a law
that prohibi;s playing the radio or the oasettc
player while the vehicle is in motion. What would
you do?

Do not ri, id it, it is not your business.
Report ti driver to the authorities.
Tell you neighbors and parents about it.

5. A group of students are planning to hold a rally in
front of a big store to protest the unlawful practice
of paying the salesgirls loc than the minimum wage.
What would you do?

a. Join them and offer suggestions.
h. Stay away from them to keep you from trouble.
c. Report them to the teacher.

6. Your teacher-adviser has distributed your monthly
report cards, You find out that your math teacher
has given you a very low grade although you always
got high sCores in the tests. What would you do?

Cry over the low grade received.
Blame your math teacher for favoritism.
Approach your math teacher and ask him why you
got low grades.
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C.

Ask your parents
Ask your sisters
mother.
Help your mother
school.

9. It is your elder sister's turn to prepare supper for
the family. But this afternoon she does not Come home
early because her class is attending the review for
the NCEE. What would you do?

a. Tell your parents about it.
b Wait for your sister,
C. Prepare supper for the family.

10. Your classmates cheat during examination and they got
high scores. Your teacher does not know about their
cheating, What would you do?

a. Get angry with your classmates and quarrel with
them.

b, Tell your parents about what your classmates do.
C. Tell your teacher about what your classmates who

cheat.

11. Your parents have a habit of borrowing money from others
in order to celebrate the town fiesta. What would you
do?

Tell them that the habit is bad.
Do not say anything because you are yet young.

c, Ask them to buy a new pair of shoes for you with
the borrowed money.

to hire a servant.
and your brothers to help your

in the housework before and after
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Your English teacher returns your formal theme with
comments telling you to improVe it. What would you do?

a, Show it to your mother and ask her to improve it.
b. Go to your teacher and ask her how you can improve

it.

c, Rewrite the theme on another sheet without improv-
ing it and give it back to your teacher.

Your father and your mother are both working outside in
a factory. You do not have servants to do the house-
work. So your mother has to do the housework as soon
as she comes home. What would you do?
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12. Your teacher has divided your class into five groups;
each group is given a plot to cultivate and to p].cnt
with vegetables. Your group finished the work in
one week. But your friends are still working on
their plot. What would you do?

Tell them that they work very slowly.
Stay away from them.
Ask thorn how you could help them.

13. You have planted tomatoea and onions in your backyard.
But your plants are not healthy. What would you do?

Pull them and throw them away.
Put horue manure into the soil.
Ank your garden teacher why your plants are
not healthy.

114.. When you coo home from school, you find out that there
is no water for cooking and for drinking. Your family
fetches water from the artesian well. What would you
do?

Wait for your parents to come home.
Ask your brother to fetch water as soon as he
comes home.
Go and fetch water yourself.

15. Your teacher appointed you as leader for the group to
clean the canal along the national road. What would
you do?

Watch your members clean the canal.
Talk to the other leaders.
Help your group clean the canal.

i6. The school principal is distributing evaluation sheets
to the students. I-Ic ak the students to evaluate
their teachers. What would you do?

Make the evaluation in order to please your teacher.
Refuse to make the evaluation.
Make the evaluation as honestly as you can.
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1'?. You are coated in a passenger jeepney. You see an old
woman carrying a big basket full of bananas. She climbs
up the jeepney with great difficulty. What would you
do?

Ak the Uriver to help the old woman.
Pity the old Woman.

c, Get up and help the old woman with her basket your-
self.

i8. Your neighbors have the habit of throwing dead rats in-
to the tniddl of the street. What would you do?

Tell thci to get it from the street and bury it.
Do noth:ig about it.
Pick it up and bury it.

Test II. Do you Agree

Hero are ctateme.tc about situations, things, and people in
the community. We want to know what you think about those
situations, things and people. Read each statement carefully
and chow what you think about each statement by encircling Agree,
Diagreo or Not Sure. Be cure to ch000 the arswer that tells how
you really feel and think about the statement. Remember: There
are no right 4wropganswors.

EXAMPLES;

Vegetable gardening can be a source of family income.

(Agree) Disagree Not Sure

Rich people do not have to work for a living.

Agree Not Sure

Vitamins are necessary for the body.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

BEGIN HERE:

19. The rich businessman does not need the assistance
of the ordinary farmer.

Agree Disagree Not Sure



Cur better quolity native shoo and bags arC just as
good as bettor quality hoe and bags from Japan.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

The tax drive cf the BIll people is necessary for the
support and maintenance of the country.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

A poor family with three children is healthier and
happier than a poor family with eight children.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

People should learn to do things on their own initiative
without being told and supervised.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Children of rich families do not have to do housework
because they have maids at home.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

It is better to exhibit one's work even if it is not
perfect, rather than to borrow work to
present at tho exhibit.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

The father or the mother maY work out the child's home-
work if it is difficult for the child.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Community progress can best be attained by group effort.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Filipino workers in other countries must be paid
salaries equal to tne salaries of Japanese, Americans
or Germans working in the same office.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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A joepney driver can make a left-turn at the corner with
No-Left-Turn sign if the traffic policeman is not look-
ing in his direction.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Healthy and educated citizens are the country's wealth.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

The use of modern machines results in bigger production
and cheaper goods.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

The school'o emphasis On work education is intended to
produce moro useful productive citizens.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

It is much better to become a good mechanic than to be
an unsuccessful engineer.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

3L+. It is better to work as a jenitor in a business company
than to serve as a secretary in the family's business.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Every citizen from 18 and above must exercise his right
to vote freely.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

One must have the courage to tell our local and national
leaders about what is right and what 1 wrong in what
they do for us.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

370 An educated nation is necessary for economic progress.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

38. Time wasted is riches wasted.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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39. Boys do not have to learn to baby sit, to cook or to
wash dishes but they must learn to repair broken chairs
and tables.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

+O. One must learn to work honestly in order to become
successful.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

ki. One should be ashamed that he has to work as a houseboy
during the day o that he can go to school at night.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Lf2. Girls must not wait for their mothers to mend their torn
dresses but they must mend them at once.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

Lf One must not be afraid to say no to what is not good or
right.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

One must always respect the opinion of others.

Agree Disagree Not Sure

k5. Families with grown up children do not need servants.

Agree Disagree Not Sure



HOW TO USE THE INSTRUMENT FOR D4.i.TA GATHERING
(Fo'r Cebuano-Spectking Subjects)

I. Interview Schedule for Dropouts:

The pupil's name may be written after the inter-
view so that the subject will not be biased in his
snswerc through his knowledge that he is identified.

Before asking the questions in the schedule assure the
subject that h1 answers will not do him any harm.
Say:

Kining arn g gipangutana kanimo usa kjnj ka
bahin sa resez th nga gihimo karon alang sa pag-
susi kun unsay ason nga dill makapadayon sa pag-
eckuela ang ub Lg mga bata. Ayaw lamang pagpa-
nuko sa paghat; an hustong tubag kay diii man
nganlan ang inlu ig ngalan diha sa report. Busa
ihatag lang ang labing tinuod nga tubag. Ania
ang mga pangutana:

Read out the questiins as they are worded in the inter-
view schedule; then to ensure comprehension and thus to
ensure correct response give the free translation in
the native langua o.

Ngano nga miundang ka man an pag-ockuela?
Kanus-a ka man mibiya an pag-eskuela?
Unsa ka mang gradoha a pagbiya nimo?
Nagtrabaho ka ba karon? Pila na man ka bulan
ikaw nga nagtrabaho? Kun ikaw nagtrabaho karon,
ham man ikaw nagtrabaho?
Tubagon nato kining mosunod nga mga pangutana:
(Road out the questions and if the respondent
hesitates to give the answer give him the free
translation for each question).

f. Thank the ubjoct for his cooperation. Say:

Daghang Salamctt an Imong Pagtabang
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Inform the subject that a test will be administered to
him in November/December and that he will be given some
cash for his transportation expenses to and from the
school where the toot wil. be given.

Write the subject's name after ho has left.

II. StudOnts Data Shoot:

This form will be filled out by you in cooperation with
the subjoct' teacher-advisors. Arrange for a meeting
with the adviser at his/her convenience.

The items in Nc 1 will be easily filled up.

The infurmation .oked for in No. II may be taken from the
student's Permc: at Records. Get the student's final
rating for eac} ubject area for the preceding curri-.
culum years anct he student's latest grading period
grade for the c 'rent curriculum year.

k. Request the Tcacuor-dvioer to accomplish No. III on the
Ranking of the oudont.

5. The information in No. IV may be obtained from:

the library's recodc for No0 I

Form I or the attendance sheet for No. 2
the teacher's class record for No. 3

III. The Student's/Worker's Self-Report Questionnaire:

The two questionnaires are parallel instruments. The
worker's Self-Report Questionnaire is to be administered
to the dropouts among our subjects; the Student's Self-
Report Questionnaire is for those who are in school.

Have the subjects take the seats that are comfortable
for them. Separate the IMPACT students from the Non-
IMPACT students. Find out if the room is properly lighted;
if it is not, request for another room. If you have to
transfer to another room, give the subjects enough time
to feel comfortable in their new seats before you proceed
with the next instructions.
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Diii kini test ug wala kini ing right or
wrong suswers.

Wa].a kini labut sa inyong grado; diii kamo
gradohan sV inyong Lilakuha niini.

C. A'ig inyong maestra diii makabaca sa inyong
tubag kay amo man kining dad-on.

d. Ang tuyo lamang niini mao ang pagpakisayod
kon unsa aug inyong hunethuna mahitungod
nhining nia dinhi C questionnaire.

5. Distribute the questionnaire. See to it that each one
has a copy of his Own.

6, Now tell the subjects that you will read the instructions
aloud and that they read with you silently. Read the
directions, To ensure comprehension say:

i8o

3. Ask if everyone has a pencil or pen. If someone does
not have any, provide hir/her with ono of those that you
have brought with you.

1+. Tell them the purpose of this questionnaire. Say:

Basaha ang matag tudling. Kun ikaw makauyon
sa gipacabot a tudling, lingini ang Agree; kun
ikaw diii uyon sa gipasabot sa tudling, lingini
ang Disagree. Kun waia ka makaceguro, kun nahi-
uyon ba ikaw 0 wala, lingini aflg Not Sure.

7. If everybody understands the directions, proceed to the
examples. Say:

Basahon ta kinjn exat1e No. 1: I like
working in a bj factory. Ang akong tubag mao
aug Disagree ky diii man ako gusto nga motrabaho
ca clako nga pabrika. Apan ikaw diii kinahangian nga
rnotubag sarna 0:. akong tubag. Kay ikaw miuyon man,
busa linginan ) ang Agree; a di ba wala ikaw maka-
seguro nga mor, :)n ka ba a diii, busa imong linginan
ang t Sure. ng akong pagiingin sa Disagree din-
hi wala magpas )ot nga kini mao ang hustong tubag.
Sa giingon ko ., walay huto 0 cayop nga tubs.



8. Say:

No. 2: I do not like tp home at once after
my work. Ang akong tubg Agree. Kinahangian
ba nga gree usab arig imong tubag bisan ug ili

ka uyon?

No. 3: I enjoy working in a big city. Ang
akong tubag Not Sure, kay diii man ko seguro kun
gusto ba akong motrabaho sa dakong siyudad.
Aian unsa may imong tubag? Ikaw? Ikaw? Ikaw?

9. Here are the translations:

A. 1. Angayan ko sa akong sinina.
Kanunay akong kapuyan ug d ii ako makatuon
sa akong ioksyon./ Kanunay akong kapuyan bisan
padulong pa lang ako sa akong trabaho.
Gitinguha ko nga rnaklaro ang akong sinultihan
aron mahisabtan sa uban.

k. Diii ako maglingalinga kon ako adunay paga-
buhaton.
Maayong paminawon ang akong cinultihan.
Moayo ang akong pamarog.

B. 1. Makamao akong moumping sa libro ug ubang mga
galamiton sa eskuolahan./ Makamao akong mo-
amping ca mga galamiton sa akong trabaho.

2. Diii ako makamaong mouli sa libro ug ubang
galamiton didto ca akong gikuhaan inigka-
human ko ug gamit niini./ Diii ako makamaong
mouli sa mga galamiton didto sa akong giku-
haan inigkahuman ko ug gamit niini.

.taman kamo kun unsaon jagtubag
-ig, magcugod fla ta.

n ang matag numero. Unya akong
Lubad sa Binicaya. Unya usbon
.gbasa.
gi sa paglingin sa usa sa mga
j lingini ang imong gusto nga

Andam na b amo? Sigi magcugod fla kita.
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Nakasabot
ang matag tidi:

Akong ba&
iha tag an
ko na cab
Tubaga pint
tubag. Mai

tubag.
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Gitinguha ko gayong tapuon ang bian uncang
buluhaton riga gihatag kanako.
i.ng mga lagda ug tamclanan gikincthangian gayud
sa tulunghctan./ Ang rnga lagda ug tamdanan gild-
nahangian ga;ud a akcng maayong pagtrabaho.

5 Ang paglirnpyo a akong tulunghaan diii ko
katungdanan./ Ang paglimpyo ta akong gitrabaho-
an diii ko katungdanan.
Maulaw akong mopakita ca uban ca akong trabaho.
Gitinguha ko gayucl ca pagpakita ca kinamanyohan
kong buhat ca akong lokcyon ug ca mga cugo
kanako.
Diii ako mahadiok mosulay ca rnga binag-ong paagi
ca pagbuhat.

C. 1. Ikagdait ko ang kadaghanan sa akong mga kauban
ca tulunghaan./Ikagdait ko ang kadaghanan ca
akong mga kauban ca trabaho.
Gitinguha gayud nako ang pagtuman ca akong bahin
ca mga buluhaton ca grupo.
Diii ako gucto nga motabang kang bican kinca ca
akong mga kauban ca kiace o' trabaho.
Mac gucto kong maghinugtong pagbuhat kay ca mag-
buhat uban ca kadaghanan.
Diii ko gustong makighigala ca diii parehac nako
ug rolihiyon.
Dali akong mogamit ca akong kucog kun cliii mo-
hatag ug huctong pagtamod kanako o' ca akong mga
bu tang.

D. 1. Diii ako matahang makig-ectorya ca akong maoctra/
bocc.
Panagca ra kaayo akong mangutana ca akong maectra
ca panahon ca among diccuccion ca leksyon./Panagoa
ra kaayo akong mangutaria ca akong bocc bahin ca
akong gibuhat.
Diii ako mahimutang kun ang akong macctra/bosc
anaa aa akong duol camtang nagbuhat ako.
Gucto akong mobuhat ca ipabuhat kanako ca akong
mae ctra/bocc.
Madali akong makacabot ca buot ipacabot kanako sa
akong mae ctra/bocc.
Kacagaran niakahuman ako ca trabaho nga wala mag-
kinahaglan ca panabang ca akong maectra/bosc.
Diii a guctong mohagad ca pagbuhat ca mga bulu-
haton :1ang Oa akong maectra/bocc.



You will answer this questionnaire by encircling
gree, Disagree, and Not Sure, like what you did with
the Self-Report Questionnaire. Remember there are no
right and wrong answers. You Only have to indicate
what you really think about each statement.
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Kasagaran makasabot akc' sa mga tugon nga ipasubay
kanako sa akong macstra/boss.
Sa akong hunahuna nakauyoflanako ang akong
macstra/boss.

If everybody has finished writing his answers, collect
the papers, separating those of the IMPhCT subjects
from the Non-IMPACT ubjcct.

Then express sincere thanks to the subjects and to the
teachers/c mpl oyers.

IV. The Attitude Quetionnaire;

This is inten lod for the students. Administer this
after the in rva1 of 15 minutes from the time the
last subject submitted hi Self-Report Questionnaire.

Ensure that Lie subjects are comfortably seated before
you distribut copies of the questionnaire.

With each student holding his copy of the questionnaire
tell the group to read the instruction silently as you
read them aloud.

tf. Then say:

As soon as everybody has finished, collect the papers,
separating the papers for the IMPACT students from thoGe
of the Non-IMPACT students.

Thank your subjects for their cooperation and the
teachers/employers for their assistance.



V. Teacher-dvisers/Employors Checklist:

Consult your data on the whereabouts of the graduates
to determine how many students have the same advisers
or how many workers work for the same employers.

Prepare enough copies f the questionnaire for each
adviser/employer.

Approach the teacher-advisers and employers with utmost
courtesy.

. Explain to them the purpose of our study. Say:

We are gathering data on the Self-Concept of
students/workers. They have been asked to accom-
plish the questionnaires. And we arc requesting
you to fill out a parallel questionnaire to enable
us to determine if the students/workers self-
concept is similar to the teachers/employer's
appraisal on the same points.

This research activity is a part of an inter-
national research activity which Is done in
cooperation with the Ministry of Education and
Culture. The information that we gather from you
will be verj important to this research. Please
accomplish this questionnaire at your own time and
I'll come back for it at a future date which you
suggest.

Check if the actual number of students/workers in his
charge tallies with our records and leave them enough
copies.

Always thank thc teachers/employers for their
cooperation.

NOTE: The field worker must not deviate from any of those
instructions to ensure uniformity of the "testing
conditions."
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HOW TO USE THE INSTRUMENT FOR DATA GATHERING
(Fo Tagalog-Spo king Subjects)..

I. Interview Schedule for Dropouts:

The pupil's name may be written after the interview so
that the subject will not be biased in his answers through
his knowledge that he is identified.

Before asking the questions in the schedule assure the
subject that his answers will not do him any harm. Say:

Ang mga tanong namin ay bahagi a icang
pananaliksik nn ginagawa upang alamin ang mga
dahilan kung bit hindi makapagpatuloy sa
pag-eskuwela r: ibang mga bata. Huwag kang
mag-atubili so agbibigay a wastong sagot
dahil sa ang .. igalan mo ay hindi babanggitin
sa ulat. Nari ang mga tanong.

3. Read out the questions as they are worded in the inter-
view schedule; then to ensure comprehension and thus to
ensure correct response give the free translation in the
native language.

Bakit ka huminto sa pag-aaral? (Pagpasok sa
eskuwela?)
Kailan ka tumigil ca pag-aaral? Anong baitang ka
nang ikaw'y huminto?
Nagtatrabaho ka ba ngayon? hang buwan ka nang
nagtatrabaho? Kung nagtatrabaho ka, saan ka nag-
tatrabaho?
Sagutin ang mga sumusunod sa mga tanong. (Road
out the questions and if the respondent hesitates
to give the correct answer, give him the free
translation.)

4. Thank the subject for his cooperation. Say:

Maraming Salamat sa lyong Pagtulong.
I
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Inform the subject that a toot will be administered to
him in November/December and that he will be given some
cash for his transportation expenses to and from the
school where the test will be given.

Write the subject's name after he has left.

II. Student's Data Sheet:

This form will be filled out by you in cooperation with
the subjects' teacher-advisers, Arrange for a meeting
with the adviser at his/her convenience.

The items in No, I will be easily filled up.

The information iskod for in No. II may be taken from
the student's P 'manont Records. Get the student's final
rating for eacL ubject area for the preceding curriculum
year and the o dent's latest grading-period grade for
the current cur. iculum year.

1+. Request the Teac:ior-Adviser to accomplish No. III on the
ranking of the otucient.

5. The information in No. IV may be obtained from:

the library's records, for No. 1.
Form I or the attendance sheet for No. 2

c, the teacher's class record for No.3

III. The Student's/Worker's Self-Report Questionnaire:

The questionnaires are parallel instruments. The Worker'n
Self-Report Questionnaire is to be administered to the
dropouts among our subjects; the Student's Self-Report
Questionnaire is for those who are in school.

Have the subjects take the seats that are comfortable
for them. Separate the IACT students from the Non-
IMPACT students. Find out if the room is properly
lighted; if it is not, request for another room. If
you have to transfer to another room, give the oubjoct
enough time to feel comfortable in their new seats before
you proceed with the next instructions.



Hindi ito pagsusulit kaya wala itong tama 0
maling sagot.
Wala itong kinalaman sa inyong grado o marka,
hindi kayo bibigyan ng marka dito.

k. Hizidi mababasa ng inyong' mga guro ang inyong
sagot dahil sa dadaihin namin ito.

d. Ang layunin nito ay alamin lamang ang inyong
kurukuro hinggil sa nilalaman nitong palata-
nungan (questionnaire).

Distribute the questionnaire. See to it that each one
has a copy of hi Own.

Now tell the subjects that you will read the instructions
aloud and that they read with you silently. Read the
directions. To ensure comprehension say:

Basahin ang bawa't pangungucap. Kung sumasang-
ayon ka sa ipinapahayag sa pangungusap, bilugan mo
ang Agree; kung hindi ka sumasang-ayon sa ipinapa-
hayag sa pangungucap, bilugan mo ang Disagree; kung
hlndj ka nakasisiguro kung sumasang-ayon ka ba o
hindi, bilugan ma ang Not Sure.

If everybody understands the directions, proceed to the
examples. Say:

Basahin natin itong mga halimbawa:

Big. 1: I like working in a b factory. Ang aking
sagot ay Disagree dahil ca ayaw kong magtrabaho sa
isang malaking )agawaan. Ngunit hindi ka dapat su-
magot nang tulo:I ng aking sagot; kung ikaw ay suma-
sang-ayOn, biiian rno ang Agree; kung hincli ka naka-
titiyak kung Eanasang-ayori ka ba o hindi, bilugan ma
ang Not Sure. ;ng paglagay ko ng 'oilog sa Disagree
ay hindi nangu ;ahulugang ito ang tarnang sagot. Sa
nasabi ko na, 1ang husto o maling sagot.
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3. Ask if everyone has a iencil or pen. If someone does not
have any, provide him/her 4th one of those that you have
brought with you.

1+. Tell them the purpose of this questionnaire. Say:



Big. 2: I do not like to go home t once after
ny work, Ang aking sagot ay Agree. Kailangan
bang Agree riri ang inyong sagot kahit na hindi
ka sumasang-ayon?

Big. 3: I enjoy working in a big city. Ang aking
sagot ay Not Sure dahil sidndi ako nakatitiyak
kurig ibig ko bang magtrabaho oa malaking siyudad.
Ikaw ano ang lyong sagot? Ikaw? Ikaw? Ikaw?

8. Say:

Naintindih:n na ninyo kung paano ang pag-
sagot sa bawat angungusap kaya rnagsimula na
tay0.

Bacahin ko ng bawa't bilang. Ibibigay ko
ang saiin to a Pi].ipino. Pagkatapos ba-
basahin ko ii.
Sagutin an bawa't bilang sa pamamagitan ng
pagbilog n isa sa pinapipiliang sagot.
Bilugan mo rng sagot na iyong napili.

Handa na ba kayo? Magoimula na tayo.

9. Here are the translations:

A. 1. Bagay sa akin arig aking damit.
Lagi akong napapagod kaya hindi ako makapag-
aral sa aking iiksiyon./Lagi akong napapagod
kahit papunta pa long ako sa aking gawain.
Pinagoisikapan kong maging maliwanag ang
aking pagoacalita para maunawaan ng iba.
Karaniwang ibinubuhos ko ang aking bob sa
akirig ginagawa,
Ang aking tinig ay karaniwang magandang pa-
kinggan.
Ang indig ko'y masagwang tingnan.

B. 1. Marurong akong mag-ingat sa aking akiat at iba
pang ragamitan so. po.aralan./?larunong akong mag-
ingat a mga kagamitan fla aking ginagamit.

2. Hindi ako marunong mageauli ca mga akiat na
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aking inaniit o laJ-agyan nito pagkatapos ko
itong gamitin./Hindi ako mãrunong magsauli sa
tnga kagamitan sa lalagyan nito pagkatapos ko
itong gamitin
Pinagsisikapan kong tapusin ang ano mang gawain
ipinagagawa sa akin.
Higit kong gusto ang magtrabaho o gumawa nang
nag-usa, kaysa sa magtrabaho a gumagawa na
kasama sa pangkat.
Ayaw kong makipagkaibigan sa rnga taong iba ang
rolihiyon sa akin.
Karaniwa'y ta].agang gusto kong pagbuhatan ng
karnay ang mga kakiase kong hincli gumagalang sa
akin a sa aking mga gamit.

D. 1. Hindi ako natatakot makipagsalitaan ca aking
guro/boss tungkol sa aking mga gawain.
Bihira akong nagtatanong sa guro sa oras ng
pagtatalakayan sa aming liksiyon./Bihira akong
nagtatanong sa aking boss tungkol sa aking gawain.
Hindi ako mapapalagay sa aking ginagawa kung
ang aking guro/boss ay nasa aking tabi.
Gusto kong gumawa sa ipinagagawa sa akin ng
aking guro/boss,
Karaniwang naunawaan ko ang ipinaliliwanag sa
akin ng aking guro/boss.
Malimit kong natatapos ang aking gawain ng di
na kailangan tulungan pa ang aking guro/boss.
Ayaw kong magboluntaryo o urnako sa paggawa ng
gawain para sa aking guro/boss.
Iginagalang ko ang aking guro/boss.
Karaniwa'y naunawaan ko ang mga panutong ibi-
nibigay sa akin ng guro sa bob ng kiase.
Sa pakiwari ko, nagugustuhan ako ng aking guro/
boss,

IV. The Attitude Questionnaire:

This is intended for the students. Administer this
after an interval of 15 minutes from the time the
last subject submitted hi Self-Report Questionnaire.

Ensure that the subjects are comfortably Boated
before you distribute copies of the questionnaire.
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3. With each student holding his copy of the questionnaire
tell the group to read the instructions silently as you
read them aloud.

1+. Then say

You will answer this questionnaire by en-
circling Aree, Disagree, and Not Sure, like what
you did with the Self-Report Questionnaire.
Remember there are no right and wrong answers.
you only have to indicate what you really think
about each statement.

I will read each statement aloud while you
read it silently. If anyone cannot understand
a word, he can raise his hand so that I will
explain it to everybody. Then I read the state-
ment again and you encircle your answer.

As coon as everybody has f1nihed, collect the papers,
separating the papers for the I1ACT students from
those of the Non-DQACT students.

Thank your subjects for their cooperation end the
teachero/employsre for their assistance.

V. Teacher-Advisers/Employer's Checklist:

Consult our data on the whereabouts of graduates to
determine how many students have the same advisers or
how many workers work for the same employers.

Prepare enough copies of the questionnaire for each
adviser and employer.

Approach the teacher-advisers and employers with utmost
courtesy.

Lf Explain to them the purpose of our study. Say:
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We are gathering data on the self-concept of
students/workers. They have been asked to accom-
plish the questionnaires. !nci we are requesting
you to fill out a parallel questionnaire to enable
us to determine if the students/worker's self-
concept is similar to the teachors/employero

appraisal on the same points.

This research activity is a part of an inter-
national research activity which is doLe ±fl
cOcperation with the Ministry of Education and
Culture. The information that we gather from you
will be very important to this research. Please
accomplish this questionnaire at your own free
time and I'll come back for it a future date
which you suggest.

Check if the actual number of students/workers in his
charge tallies with our records and leave them enough
copies.

Always thank the teachers/employers for their cooperation.

NOTE: The field worker must not deviate from any of these
instructions to ensure uniformity of the "testing
conditions."
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Self-discipline

Developing Personality Traits

Study habits

INTJ.RVIEW SCh1DULE FOR PRENTS

What do you think about the IMPACT Schools with regards to:

Achievement
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J.PPENDIX C

PARENTS OCCUPATION*

Scale I

(Architects, Engineers, Surveyors, Chemists, Pharmacists, Agri-
cultural arid Natural Scientists, Professors, Teachers, Doctors,
Defltist, Nurses, Optometrists, DiOticianc, and Nutritionists,
Med Tech, Lawyers, Judges, Clergymen, Social Workers, Accountants,
Economists, Sociologists Psychologists, Statisticians, Historianc,
Writerc

Scale 2

(Government Officials, rectors, Managers, Officers of the
Military)

Scale 3

(Bookkeepers, Accounting Clerks, Cashiers, Stenographers, Typists,
Office Machine Operators, Clerical Workers)

Scale

(working Proprietors Wholesale and Retail, Insurance and Pea].
Estate Agents, Traveling Salesmen, Shop Attendants.)

Scale 5

(Miners, Quarrymn; Sand & Gravel Workers, Well Drillers, Mineral
Treaters)

Scale 6

(Deck Officers, Marine Engineers, Officers and Pilots, Drivers,
Firemen, Traffic Supervisors1 Conductors, Telegraph and Telephone
Workers, Postmen, Messengers)

1 3

Adapted from the Classification of the Ministry of Labor.



Scale 7

(Spinners, Weavers, Knitters, Dyers, Tailors, Embroiderers, Foot-
wear Makers, Furnacomen, Rollers, Drawers, Precision Instrument
Mechanics, Toolmakers, Machinists, Plumbers, Welders, Platers,
Electricians, Draftsmen and r2echnicians)

Scale 8

(Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters, Loggers, Forest Rangers)

Scale 9

(Carpenters, Cabinet MaT
Construction Workers, C:
binders, Potters, Kilnim.
Brewers, Millers, Chemi
Product Workers, Crafts!
Labellers, Equipment Opo

Scale 10

(Firefighters, Policemen, Guards, Housekeepers, Cooks, Maids,
Waiters, Bartenders, Barbers, Hairdressers, Beauticians, Launderers,
Dry Cleaners, Prossers, Athletes, Sportsmen, Photographers,
Emba].mers, Undertakers, Hospital and Clinic Attendants, Hostesses,
Porthrs, Shoeshine Boys, Caddies, Pin Boys, Tennis Boys)

Scale 11

(Common Laborers)

Scale 12

(Workers Seeking Employment)

rs, Painters, Bricklayers, Mason,
ipocitoro, Pressmen, Engravers, Book-
i, Glass and Clay Workers, Bakers,
i]. Workers, Tobacco Preparers, Tobacco
)flg Photographic Darkroom Workers, Packers,
'ators, Soldiers)



APPENDIX D

TABLE SPECICATIONS FOR THE ATTITUDE INVENTORY-BOUTELE

OBJECTIVES NO. OF ITEM NUMBERS
ITEMS

I. Manifests willingness to perform
roles in the social, moral and
economic development of the
group(s) where the individual
belongs

Accepts that laws and regula-
tions contribute to group/
community order 5 1, k, 5, 7, 15
Decides to take an active role
in the perpetuation of customs
and traditions 3 3i 9, 10
Helps others in group work as
well as in carrying out their
individual tasks 3 2, 6, 8

k. Accepts systematic ways of plan-
ning and solving problems as a
necessary support to economic
development 11, 12, 13, i4

II. Iiidicatec willingness to perform
manipulative work and similar
responsibilities at home and in
the comnunitr

Shows desire to perform one's
6 19, 20, 21, 22,task well

27, 29

Shows willingness to cooperate
with others in their tasks 5 16, 17, 23, 25,

26
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3. Practices systematic planning
of activities and solving of
problems

III. Judges moral issues, social and
economic policies and practices
in terms of public welfare

1. Believes that peopie can live
i harmony and peace because
of interdependence

i6

1 i8, 2k, 28, 30

5 2,3,5,8,9

Accepts that government exists
to regulate the people's
activities 2 6, 7

Recognizes that people's values
about population affect eco-
nomic development 2 1, k

k. Realizes that economic development
is affected by several factors
(like individual capacities as
well as advanced technology in
the society)

IV. Manifests a positive attitude toward
work

Believes that the individual
should be ready to perform
varied roles in the family
or in the group

Showc desire to perform any
task to the best of One
ability

Shows initiative to work
independently

10, 11, 12, 13
6

6

5

16,

17,

ik,

20,
2k,

19,

28

15

21,
26

23,

22

25

k 18, 27, 29, 30



APPENDIK E

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

I. Parties to the Agreement

This is a Memorandum of Agreement between the Ministry
of Educ tion and Culture, Republic of the Philippines,
or the First Party, and the SEAMEO Regional Center for
Educational Innovation and Technology, hereinafter
referred to as INNOTECH or the Second Party.

In the signing Of this Memorandum, the First Party is
represented by the Deputy Minister of the Ministry of
Education and u].turo and the Second Party is represented
by the Deputy )irector of INNOTECH.

II. Period of Agreemc

Thio Agreomo.' shall be effective from December 3 to
10 but may be re with the consent of both parties. The
tentative ochedul of activities is as follows:

December 3 Arrival in Cebu from Manila and courtesy call
at the MEC Regional and Division Offices.

December Lf Testing in Naga.

December 5 Sorting out papers used in Naga and preparing
papers for Lapu-lapu City.

December 6, Testing in Lapu-lapu City.

December 7 Departure for Manila.

December 10 Testing for Sapang Palsy.

III. Title and Purpose

A. The title of the Project for which the services of the
NETC of the MEC has boon requested is the INNOTECH
Two-Year Follow-Up Study of the IMPACT and Non-IMPACT
graduates and Dropouts for 1977-1978 and 1978-1979.
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3. Purpose of the Project

The Follow-Up $tudy has been undertaken in order
to come up with more empirical data du the performance
of the IMPACT graduates and dropouts aS compared with
that of the Non-IMPACT graduates and dropouts in the
comparable ttcontrolll schools.

Type of Activity

INNOTECH requests for the administration of the
Philippine Educational Placement Test for the research
subjects, both the in-school and the out-of-school in
Sapang Palay, Bulacan and in Naga and Lapu-lapu City, Cebu,
by the staff of the National Educational Testing Center.

The subjects ore the dropouts and the graduates of the
IMPACT and the comparable Non-IMPACT schools for the school
year 1977-1978 and 1978-1979. These in-school subjects
are studying in the secondary schools in those three sites
and the dropouts are either employed or just staying at
home in these three communities.

A school will be designated as the testing place for
each site.

Responsibilities of the Parties to this Agreement

A. INNOTECH Agrees to:

Provide the travel expenses and the per diem for
the examiners;

Provide proctors to assist the examiners;

Prepare the physical facilities needed for the
testing in cooperation with the secondary school
administrators and teachers;

k. Undertake the scoring and analysis of the test
results through the UP Computer Center;

5. Duly acknowledge the assistance of the MEC through
the NETC in the final report of the study;
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6. Provide the MEC, the NETC and the Off ices of the
RegionaJ. Directors and the Superintendents con-
cerned with copies of the final report.

B. The Ministry of EducatiOn and Culture agrees to;

Administer the test through the services of the
staff of the National Educational Testing Center;

Provide the MEC Regional Offices and the Offices
of the Division Superintendents concerned and the
NETC with copies of this Memorandum of Agreement
for their advice On the intended activity;

Allow the use of school sites for testing through
the Off ices of the Division Superintendents COn-
corned.

In confirmation of this Memorandum of Agreement, we here-
unto aftix Our signatures.

SEANEO Regional Center
for Educational Innovation
and Technology

Signed in Manila, Philippines
this 20th of November, 1980.

The Ministry of Education
and Culture, Republic of
the Philippines
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DR. SUTAN ZANTI ARBI ATTY. HERMINEGILDO C. DUMLO
Deputy Director Deputy Minister

Ministry of Education & Culture

Attachments:

Xeroxed copy of the Project Proposal



JPPENDIX F

NAGA IMPACT'S GOLDEN HARVEST FOR 1980-81

A0 Florence Ramirez who completed the elementary cycle in

the IMPACT school graduated from the secondary level as

honor graduate in Naga Provincial High School.

B. The following IMPACT graduatec for 1976-1977 completed

their secondary in Balirong Barangay High School aS honor

tu dents:
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C The honor students in Pangdan Barangay High School for

school year 1980-1981 are IMPACT graduates for 1976-1977:

D0 The following is a 11t of the first ten graduates from

the Naga Piovincial High School who took the 1980 National

College Entrance Examination administered by the Ministry

of Education and u].ture. The names with asterisks are

1. Lourdes Mc.nayon - Valedictorian

2 Marcial de Gracia - Salutatorian

3 Silvana Sanciez - First Honorable Mention

k. Dma Pasculado - Second Honorable Mention

5. Panfilo Tolentjno - Third Honorable Mention

1 Virgi].io Alingaga - Valedictorian

2. Norrnalina Bacus - Salutatorian

3. Normalina Alingaga - First Honorable Mention

Lf0 Doris Dakay - Second Honorable Mention
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rodtict of the Naga IMPACT Schools.

Names Percentile Rank

i Abalo, Elba 93*

. Ramirez, FlorenCia 91*

3 Almadin, Emmanuel 90.

k. Alberto, Jaitne 88

5. Omambac, Gerardo 85*

6. Abing, Reynaldo 8

Cañote, Benjamin 85

Navalco, Ferdinand - 85

7o Bob, Rosita

8,

9.

Gonebraldo, Danibo

Cabigac, Eugenio

8

7*

10. Canoy, Amado

Manubag, Ma. Consuebo 76
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